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ABSTRACT
Aiming to understand the data complexity of answering conjunctive queries mediated by
an axiom stating that a class is covered by the union of two other classes, we show that
deciding their first-order rewritability is PSPACE-hard and obtain a number of sufficient
conditions for membership in AC0, L, NL, and P. Our main result is a complete syntactic
AC0/NL/P/CONP tetrachotomy of path queries under the assumption that the covering
classes are disjoint.
1 Introduction
The general research problemwe are concerned with in this paper can be formulated as follows: for any fixed ontology-
mediated query Q = (T , q) with a description logic ontology T and a conjunctive query q, determine the compu-
tational complexity of answering Q over any given input data instance A and, if possible, reduce the task of finding
certain answers toQ to evaluating overA a conventional database query with optimal complexity.
Answering various types of queries mediated by a description logic (DL) ontology has been known as an important
reasoning problem in knowledge representation since the early 1990s [44]. The proliferation of DLs and their applica-
tions [5, 6], the development of the (DL-underpinned)Web Ontology Language OWL1, and especially the paradigm of
ontology-based data access (OBDA) [40, 12, 49], proposed in the mid 2000s and recently nicknamed the virtual knowl-
edge graph paradigm (VKG) [50], have made theory and practice of answering ontology-mediated queries (OMQs) a
hot research area lying at the crossroads of Knowledge Representation and Reasoning, Semantic Technologies and the
Semantic Web, Knowledge Graphs, and Database Theory and Technologies.
In a nutshell, the idea underlying OBDA is as follows. The users of an OBDA system (such as Mastro2 or Ontop3)
may assume that the data they want to query is given in the form of a directed graph whose nodes are labelled with
concepts (unary predicates or classes) and edges with roles (binary predicates or properties)—even though, in reality,
the data can be physically stored in different and possibly heterogeneous data sources—hence the moniker VKG.
The concept and role labels come from an ontology, designed by a domain expert, and should be familiar to the
intended users, who do not have to know anything about the real data sources. Apart from providing a user-friendly
vocabulary for queries and a high-level conceptual view of the data, an important role of the ontology is to enrich
possibly incomplete data with background knowledge. To illustrate, imagine that we are interested in the life of
1https://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-overview/
2https://www.obdasystems.com
3https://ontopic.biz
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‘scientists’ and would like to satisfy our curiosity by querying the data available on the Web (it may come from the
universities’ databases, publishing companies, social networks, etc.). An ontologyO about scientists, provided by an
OBDA system, might contain the following statements (axioms) given, for readability, both as DL concept inclusions
and first-order sentences:
BritishScientist ⊑ ∃affiliatedWith.UniversityInUK (1)
∀x [BritishScientist(x)→ ∃y (affiliatedWith(x, y) ∧ UniversityInUK(y))]
∃worksOn.ResearchProject ⊑ Scientist (2)
∀x [∃y (worksOn(x, y) ∧ ResearchProject(y))→ Scientist(x)]
Scientist ⊓ ∃affiliatedWith.UniversityInUK ⊑ BritishScientist (3)
∀x [(Scientist(x) ∧ ∃y (affiliatedWith(x, y) ∧ UniversityInUK(y)))→ BritishScientist(x)]
BritishScientist ⊑ Brexiteer ⊔ Remainer (4)
∀x [BritishScientist(x)→ (Brexiteer(x) ∨ Remainer(x))]
Now, to find, for example, British scientists, we could execute a simple OMQQ = (O, q) with the query
q(x) = BritishScientist(x)
mediated by the ontology O. The OBDA system is expected to return the members of the concept BritishScientist
that are extracted from the original datasets by ‘mappings’ (database queries connecting the data with the ontology
vocabulary) and also deduced from the data and axioms in O such as (3). It is this latter reasoning task that makes
OMQ answering non-trivial and potentially intractable both in practice and from the complexity-theoretic point of
view.
To ensure theoretical and practical tractability, the OBDA paradigm presupposes the users’ OMQs to be reformulated—
or ‘rewritten’—by the OBDA system into conventional database queries over the original data sources, which have
proved to be quite efficiently evaluated by the existing database management systems. Whether or not such a rewriting
is possible and into which target query language naturally depends on the OMQ in question. One way to uniformly
guarantee the desired rewritability is to delimit the language for OMQ ontologies and queries. Thus, the DL-Lite
family of description logics [12] and the OWL2QL profile4 of OWL2 were designed to guarantee rewritability of all
OMQs with a DL-Lite ontology and a conjunctive query (CQ) into first-order (FO) queries, that is, essentially SQL
queries [1]. In complexity-theoretic terms, FO-rewritability of an OMQ means that it can be answered in LOGTIME
uniform AC0, one of the smallest complexity classes. In our example above, (1) and (2) are the only axioms allowed
by OWL2QL. Any OMQ with an EL, OWL2EL or hornSHIQ ontology is datalog-rewritable [20], and so can be
answered in P—polynomial time in the size of the data [29, 42]. The axioms (1)–(3) above are allowed by the EL
syntax, with the OMQ ({(1), (2), (3)}, q1) being actually P-complete. On the other hand, OMQs with an ALC (a
notational variant of the basic multimodal logic Kn [24]) or Schema.org ontology and a CQ are in general CONP-
hard [44], and so regarded as intractable and not suitable for OBDA. For example, CONP-hard is the OMQ ({(4)}, q1)
with the CQ
q1 = ∃w, x, y, z [Brexiteer(w) ∧ hasCoAuthor(w, x) ∧ Remainer(x) ∧
hasCoAuthor(x, y) ∧ Brexiteer(y) ∧ hasCoAuthor(y, z) ∧ Remainer(z)].
For various, in particular historical, reasons many existing ontologies do not comply with the restrictions imposed by
the standard(ised) languages for OBDA. Notable examples include the large-scale medical ontology SNOMED CT5,
which is mostly but not entirely in EL, and the oil and gas NPD FactPages6 ontology, which falls outside OWL2QL
by a whisker. One way to resolve this issue is to compute an approximation of a given ontology within the required
ontology language, which is an interesting and challenging reasoning problem by itself; see, e.g., [13, 52, 10, 9] and
references therein.
An alternative to this uniform approach, which provides a general rewriting algorithm for all OMQs in a standard
restricted language, is to admit OMQs in an expressive language and provide the OBDA system with an algorithm
that is capable of deciding the data complexity of each given OMQ and rewriting it to a database query with this
optimal complexity. For example, one can show that, although answering ({(4)}, q1) is CONP-complete, the OMQ
({(4)}, q2) with the same ontology and the CQ q2 shown in the picture below is P-complete and datalog-rewritable,
({(4)}, q3) is NL- (non-deterministic logarithmic space) complete and linear-datalog-rewritable, ({(4)}, q4) is L-
(logarithmic space) complete and symmetric-datalog-rewritable, while ({(4)}, q5) is in AC
0 and FO-rewritable:
4https://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-profiles/
5https://bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologies/SNOMEDCT
6https://factpages.npd.no
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In the picture, F (u) stands for Brexiteer(u), T (u) stands for Remainer(u), R(u, v) for hasCoAuthor(u, v), S(u, v)
for hasBoss(x, y), and all the variables w, x, y, z are assumed to be existentially quantified. (And yes, there exist
British scientists who are Brexiteers in one aspect of life and Remainers in another.) As another example, we refer to
the experiments with the NPD FactPages ontology used for testing OBDA in industry [28, 32]. Although the ontology
contains covering axioms of the form A ⊑ B1 ⊔ · · · ⊔ Bn not allowed in OWL2QL, one can show that the concrete
queries provided by the industrial end-users do not ‘feel’ those dangerous axioms and are FO-rewritable.
Thus, in an ideal OBDA scenario, we would like the OBDA system to be able to recognise automatically the data
complexity of any given OMQ and, whenever possible, rewrite it to a target query language with optimal complexity.
The problem of determining the non-uniform data complexity and rewritability of OMQs was first systematically
considered by Lutz and Wolter [34] for individual DL ontologies with varying CQs and by Bienvenu et al. [8] for
individual OMQs. In particular, the latter found a connection of OMQs to non-uniformconstraint satisfaction problems
(CSPs) with a fixed template [22] and used it to show that deciding FO- and datalog-rewritability of OMQs with
an ontology in any DL between ALC and SHIU and an atomic query is NEXPTIME-complete. The Feder-Vardi
dichotomy of CSPs [11, 53] implies a P/CONP dichotomy of such OMQs, which is decidable in NEXPTIME. For
OMQs with an ALCI ontology (that is, ALC with inverse binary relations) and a CQ, deciding FO-rewritability rises
and becomes 2NEXPTIME-complete; deciding whether such an OMQ is in P for data complexity is also 2NEXPTIME-
complete [23]. For OMQs with an EL ontology and a CQ, Lutz and Sabellek [33] established a trichotomy according
to which each OMQ is either in AC0 and FO-rewritable, or NL-complete and linear-datalog-rewritable, or P-complete
and datalog-rewritable; deciding membership in this trichotomy is EXPTIME-complete.
It should be also noted that, in the context of datalog and deductive databases, a similar problem (called optimi-
sation) has been investigated since the late 1980s. For example, it was shown that boundedness (FO-rewritability)
is undecidable for linear datalog programs with binary IDB (i.e., intensional) predicates [48] and single rule pro-
grams [35, 36], 2EXPTIME-complete for monadic programs [16, 7], and PSPACE-complete for linear monadic pro-
grams [16]. Considerable efforts have been made to understand linearisability of datalog programs ensuring evaluation
in NL [47, 41, 43, 51, 2], and datalog rewritability of disjunctive datalog programs [31].
To sum up, the general problem of recognising the data complexity of OMQs in standard DLs and the types of their
rewritability turns out to be computationally very hard. Moreover, in spite of numerous attempts, very few practically
useful partial algorithms or easily checkable syntactic conditions have been discovered so far. The natural idea [8]
to take advantage of algorithms and techniques developed for checking the complexity of CSPs has not succeeded
either: as reported in [26], the Polyanna program [25], designed to check tractability of CSPs, failed to recognise
CONP-hardness of the very simple OMQ ({(4)}, q1) above because the reduction to CSPs is unavoidably exponential
and Polyanna simply ran out of memory.
In this paper, we take a different approach to attacking the problem in question. Rather than consider arbitrary on-
tologies in a certain DL, we single out and fix one fundamental source of intractability in OMQ answering—the basic
covering axiom A ⊑ F ⊔ T with concept names (unary predicates) A, F , T—and investigate how the interplay
between this axiom and the structure of the Boolean CQs q in the OMQs
Q = (covA, q), with covA = {A ⊑ F ⊔ T } (5)
determines the computational behaviour ofQ. As the seemingly trivial OMQs ({(4)}, q1)–({(4)}, q4) above indicate,
this interplay can be pretty subtle even in the case of Boolean path queries. From the practical point of view, covering
(or union) constraints are indispensable to conceptual modelling [21]; for example, in Schema.org they are used to
represent disjunctive property domains and ranges [39]. The first attempt to understand the complexity of answering
OMQs with arbitrary Schema.org ontologies and unions of CQs (UCQs) was made by Hernich et al. [27].
Our contribution. In this article, we obtain a series of results on the complexity of answering OMQs of the form (5)
and their rewritability. On the ‘negative’ side, we show that, despite the language of our OMQs is reduced to the bare
bones, in the presence of covering, CQs can encode ∀∃3SAT and capture some aspects of the acyclicity problem for
succinct graphs. More precisely,
– we show that, in general, answering OMQs (5) is Πp2-complete for combined complexity (in the size of q and
the data), that is, harder than answering DL-Lite and EL OMQs (unless NP = Πp2, and so NP = PSPACE);
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– we prove that the problem of determining FO-rewritability of these OMQs is even harder, namely PSPACE-
hard in the size of q, which indicates that a general syntactic classification of CQs q according to the data
complexity of answering Q and the type of its rewritability will be extremely difficult to find. This result is
quite surprising in comparison with the PSPACE-hardness proofs for boundedness of linear monadic datalog
programs [16] and FO-rewritability of OMQs with Schema.org ontologies and UCQs [27], where different
rules in a datalog program or different CQs in a UCQ were used to ensure correctness of a Turing machine
computation. Here, we use just a single dag-shaped CQ (corresponding to a single rule in a datalog program)
to encode satisfying evaluations of a Boolean formula and apply a reduction to the acyclicity problem for the
graph succinctly represented by this formula.
These negative results might appear to suggest that even our primitive OMQs are too ‘sophisticated’ for a fine com-
plexity analysis. However, we also obtain substantial and encouraging positive results.
– First, we show a number of general syntactic and semantic partial conditions for various types of rewritability
and data complexity that are applicable to arbitrary CQs. We begin by observing that a CQ without FT -
twins gives rise to an FO-rewritable OMQ (i.e., in AC0) if it does not contain occurrences of one of F or T ;
otherwise the OMQ is L-hard and even NL-hard for a path CQ. This simple criterion fails for CQs with twins,
where the problem of finding a syntactic characterisation turns out to be extremely difficult. The OMQs with
a CQ containing a single solitary F (or T ) are shown to be datalog-rewritable (and so in P). As far as we are
aware, there is no known semantic or syntactic criterion distinguishing between datalog programs in NL and
P, though Lutz and Sabellek [33] gave a nice criterion for OMQs with an EL ontology. We combine their
ideas with the automata-theoretic technique of Cosmadakis et al. [16], and prove a useful sufficient semantical
condition for our OMQs to be linear-datalog-rewritable (and so in NL).
– We use some of these conditions to obtain the main result of this paper: a complete and transparent syntactic
AC0/NL/P/CONP and rewritability tetrachotomy of the OMQs with a path CQ q that do not contain ‘FT -
twins’ (as in q4 above). The latter restriction is redundant if the ontology is extended with the disjointness
axiom F ⊓T ⊑ ⊥ (making covering axiom (4) a ‘British scientist’s dilemma’). We show that (i) such CQs q
without occurrences of F (or T ) and only them give rise to FO-rewritable OMQs Q (in AC0), that (ii) Q is
linear-datalog-rewritable and NL-complete just in case q has a certain periodic structure, and prove that (iii)
otherwiseQ can simulate monotone circuit evaluation, and so is P-hard. Finally, (iv) the most surprising and
technically difficult part of our tetrachotomy is the construction showing that path CQs with at least two F s
and at least two T s, and only them give rise to CONP-hard OMQs.
Structure of the paper. In the next section, we provide the necessary background definitions. In Section 3, we first
prove that answering our OMQs is Πp2-complete for combined complexity, and then obtain a few simple and general
results on OMQs in AC0, L, and P. We also introduce a handy semantic construction for certain OMQs, which is
similar to datalog expansion [46] and, in our context, called cactuses. Then, in Section 4, we use cactuses to show
that deciding FO-rewritability of an OMQ is PSPACE-hard. Section 5 gives a sufficient semantic condition of linear-
datalog-rewritability in terms of cactuses. Finally, in Section 6, we obtain a complete classification of OMQs with a
path CQ without twins according to their data complexity and rewritability type. Future research and open problems
are discussed in the concluding Section 7.
2 Preliminaries
Using the standard description logic syntax and semantics [6], we consider ontology-mediated queries (OMQs) of the
formQ = (T , q), where T is one of the two ontologies
covA = {A ⊑ F ⊔ T }, cov
⊥
A = {A ⊑ F ⊔ T, F ⊓ T ⊑ ⊥}
(in which we sometimes set A = ⊤) and q is a Boolean conjunctive query (CQ), i.e., an FO-sentence q = ∃xϕ(x), in
which ϕ is a conjunction of atoms with variables fromx. We often think of q as a set of its atoms. In the context of this
paper, CQs may only contain two unary predicates F , T and arbitrary binary predicates. An ABox (data instance), A,
is a finite set of ground atoms with unary or binary predicates. We denote by ind(A) the set of constants (individuals)
inA. An interpretation is a structure of the form I = (∆I , ·I)with a domain∆I 6= ∅ and an interpretation function ·I
such that aI ∈ ∆I for any constant a, ⊤I = ∆I , ⊥I = ∅, P I ⊆ ∆I for any unary predicate P , and P I ⊆ ∆I ×∆I
for any binary P . The interpretation I is a model of T if AI ⊆ F I ∪ T I and, for T = cov⊥A, also F
I ∩ T I = ∅; it
is a model of A if P (a) ∈ A implies aI ∈ P I and P (a, b) ∈ A implies (aI , bI) ∈ P I . The truth-relation I |= q is
defined as usual in FO-logic.
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It is often convenient to regard CQs, ABoxes and interpretations as digraphs with labelled edges and partially labelled
nodes (by F , T in CQs and F , T , A in ABoxes and interpretations). Without loss of generality, we assume that these
graphs are connected as undirected graphs. A path CQ is a (simple) directed path each of whose edges is labelled by
a single binary predicate.
The certain answer to an OMQQ = (T , q) over an ABoxA is ‘yes’ if I |= q for all models I of T andA—in which
case we write T ,A |= q—and ‘no’ otherwise.
A minimal model of T and A is obtained fromA by adding to each ‘undecided’A-node (which is labelled by neither
F nor T ) exactly one of F or T as label. Clearly, T ,A |= q iff I |= q for every minimal model I of T and A.
So, from now, on ‘model’ means ‘minimal model’. Finally, note that I |= q iff there is a digraph homomorphism
h : q → I preserving the labels of nodes and edges.
The following example illustrates the ‘reasoning’ required to answer our OMQs, which amounts to a ‘proof by cases’.
Example 1. Consider the OMQQ = (cov⊤, q) with A = ⊤ and the path CQ q shown in the picture below:
T T F
S R
By analysing the four possible cases for a, b ∈ F I , T I in an arbitrary model I of cov⊤ and the ABox below, one can
readily show that the certain answer to Q over this ABox is ‘yes’.
a
TT
b
T T
F
S
R
S
R
R
S
Indeed, if aI ∈ F I , then q is homomorphically embeddable into the S–R path on the left-hand side of I. Otherwise
aI ∈ T I . If bI ∈ F I , then q is homomorphically embeddable into the S–R path on the right-hand side of I. In the
remaining case bI ∈ T I , there is a homomorphism from q into the S–R path on the top of I.
Such proofs can be given as resolution refutations (derivations of the empty clause) in clausal logic.
Example 2. The certain answer to an OMQQ = (T , q) over an ABox A is ‘yes’ iff the following set SQ of clauses
is unsatisfiable:
SQ =
{
¬A(x) ∨ F (x) ∨ T (x),
∨
P (x)∈q
¬P (x)
}
∪ A.
If T = cov⊥A then SQ also contains the clause ¬F (x) ∨ ¬T (x). In other words, the certain answer to Q over A is
‘yes’ iff there is a resolution refutation for SQ in the classical resolution calculus [14].
Our concern is the combined and data complexity of deciding, for a given OMQQ = (T , q) and an ABoxA, whether
T ,A |= q. In the former case, q and A are regarded as input; in the latter one, q is fixed. Clearly, Πp2 = CONP
NP is
an upper bound for the combined complexity of our problem, which amounts to checking that, for every model I of T
and A, there exists a homomorphism q → I, with the latter being NP-complete. For data complexity, that is, when q
is fixed, checking the existence of a homomorphism q → I can be done in P, and so the whole problem is in CONP.
We are also interested in various types of rewritability of OMQs. An OMQ Q = (T , q) is called FO-rewritable
if there is an FO-sentence Φ such that T ,A |= q iff Φ is true in the structure A. In terms of circuit complexity,
FO-rewritability is equivalent to answering Q in logtime-uniform AC0 [30]. Note that if q contains FT -twins—that
is, both atoms F (x) and T (x), for some x—then ∃x
(
F (x) ∧ T (x)
)
is an FO-rerwriting of Q = (cov⊥A, q) because
the certain answer to Q over A is ‘yes’ iff cov⊥A is inconsistent with A, which can only happen when A contains an
FT -twin.
Recall from, say [1], that a datalog program, Π, is a finite set of rules of the form ∀x (γ0 ← γ1 ∧ · · · ∧ γm), where
each γi is a (constant- and function-free) atom Q(y) with y ⊆ x. (As usual, we omit ∀x.) The atom γ0 is the head of
the rule, and γ1, . . . , γm its body. All of the variables in the head must occur in the body. The predicates in the head of
rules are called IDB predicates, the rest EDB predicates. A datalog query in this paper takes the form (Π,G) with a
0-ary atomG. The answer to (Π,G) over an ABoxA is ‘yes’ ifG is true in the structureΠ(A) obtained by closingA
under the rules in Π, in which case we write Π,A |= G. We call (Π,G) a datalog-rewriting of an OMQ Q = (T , q)
in case T ,A |= q iff Π,A |= G, for any ABox A containing only EDB predicates of Π. If Q is datalog-rewritable,
then it can be answered in P for data complexity [18]; if there is a rewriting to a (Π,G) with a linear program Π,
having at most one IDB predicate in the body of each of its rules, then Q can be answered in NL (non-deterministic
logarithmic space).
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The NL upper bound also holds for datalog queries with a linear-stratified program, which is defined as follows. A
stratified program [1] is a sequence Π = (Π0, . . . ,Πn) of datalog programs, called the strata of Π, such that each
predicate in Π can occur in the head of a rule only in one stratum Πi and can occur in the body of a rule only in
strata Πj with j ≥ i. If, in addition, the body of each rule in Π contains at most one occurrence of a head predicate
from the same stratum, Π is called linear-stratified. Every linear-stratified program can be converted to an equivalent
linear datalog program [2], and so datalog queries with a linear-stratified program can be answered in NL for data
complexity.
3 Initial Observations
In this section, we obtain a number of relatively simple complexity and rewritability results that are applicable to
arbitrary (not necessarily path) CQs q. By writingQ = (T , q) we mean ‘any T ∈ {covA, cov⊥A}’.
3.1 Combined Complexity
Our first result pushes to the limit [27, Theorem 5] according to which answering OMQs with Schema.org ontologies
is Πp2-complete for combined complexity (the proof of that theorem uses an ontology with an enumeration definition
E = {0, 1} and additional concept names, none of which is available in our case).
Theorem 3. (i) Answering OMQs (T , q) is Πp2-complete for combined complexity.
(ii) Answering OMQs (T , q) with a tree-shaped (or path) CQ q is CONP-complete for combined complexity.
Proof. Deciding whether T ,A |= q can be done by a CONP Turing machine (checking all models I of T andA) with
an NP-oracle (checking the existence of h : q → I); for tree-shaped q, a P-oracle is enough. The lower bound in (ii)
follows from Theorem 28. For (i), we prove it by reduction of Πp2-complete ∀∃3SAT [45].
Let ψ(x,y) be a 3CNF with propositional variables x and y and let ϕ = ∀x∃yψ(x,y). We assume that each literal
contains each variable at most once. Denote by qϕ the CQ that, for each clause c = ℓ1 ∨ ℓ2 ∨ ℓ3 in ψ, contains atoms
Rci (z
c, uci), i = 1, 2, 3, with u
c
i = y if y ∈ y is in ℓi and u
c
i = x
c if x ∈ x is in ℓi; in the latter case, qϕ also contains
T (xc) if ℓi = x and F (xc) if ℓi = ¬x. For example, clauses c1 = x1 ∨ ¬x2 ∨ y1 and c2 = ¬y1 ∨ x2 ∨ y2 contribute
the following atoms to qϕ:
T
x
c1
1
zc1
F
x
c1
2
y1R
c1
1
R
c1
2
R
c1
3
zc2
y2
T
x
c2
2
R
c2
1
R
c2
3
R
c2
2
For covA, the ABox Aϕ is defined as follows. For x ∈ x, we take individuals a∗x and a
◦
x and, for y ∈ y, individuals
bFy and b
T
y . Aϕ comprises the atoms A(a
∗
x), F (a
◦
x), T (a
◦
x), for x ∈ x. For each c = ℓ1 ∨ ℓ2 ∨ ℓ3, we define a set E
c
of triples of the above individuals: (e1, e2, e3) ∈ Ec iff (i) ei = aµx for some µ ∈ {∗, ◦} whenever x ∈ x is in ℓi, (ii)
ei = b
ν
y for some ν ∈ {F, T } whenever y ∈ y is in ℓi, and (iii) either ei = a
∗
x for some i, or ei = b
ν
y for some i and
the assignment y = ν makes ℓi true. Now, for each c and each t = (e1, e2, e3) in Ec, we take a fresh individual dct
(the centre of the pair (c, t)), and add three atoms Rci (d
c
t , ei), i = 1, 2, 3, to Aϕ.
For cov⊥A, we take a
F
x and a
T
x instead of each a
◦
x, add the atoms F (a
F
x ), T (a
T
x ) instead of F (a
◦
x), T (a
◦
x), and replace
item (i) in the definition of Ec with (i)′ ei = aµx for some µ ∈ {∗, F, T } whenever x ∈ x is in ℓi,
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R
c1
1 R
c1
2
R
c1
3
R
c1
1
R
c1
2
R
c1
3
R
c1
1
R
c1
2
R
c1
3
a∗x1
A
a◦x1
T, F
a∗x2
A
a◦x2
T, F
d
c1
(a∗x1
,a◦x2
,bFy1
)
d
c1
(a◦x1
,a◦x2
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The number of atoms in Aϕ is polynomial in the size of ϕ.
Lemma 4. Suppose a : x→ {F, T } is any assignment and
Aaϕ = Aϕ ∪ {T (a
∗
x) | a(x) = T } ∪ {F (a
∗
x) | a(x) = F}.
There exists b : y → {F, T } such that ψ(a(x), b(y)) is true iff Aaϕ |= qϕ.
Proof. (⇒) Suppose b is such thatψ(a(x), b(y)) is true. We need to show that there exists a homomorphismh : qϕ →
Aaϕ.
Case covA: For every clause c = ℓ1 ∨ ℓ2 ∨ ℓ3 in ψ and for all i = 1, 2, 3, we define eci as follows. We let (i) e
c
i = a
∗
x
if x ∈ x is in ℓi and a makes ℓi true, (ii) eci = a
◦
x if x ∈ x is in ℓi and a makes ℓi false, and (iii) e
c
i = b
b(y)
y if y ∈ y
is in ℓi. As ψ(a(x), b(y)) is true, (ec1, e
c
2, e
c
3) is in E
c. Then we define a map h by taking h(zc) to be the centre of(
c, (ec1, e
c
2, e
c
3)
)
and h(uci ) = e
c
i . It follows from the construction that h is well-defined and a homomorphism from
qϕ to Aϕ with respect to the binary atoms. We show that it preserves the unary atoms as well. Indeed, for each c and
each x ∈ x occurring in c, there are two cases: (1) If xc is labelled by T in qϕ, then ℓi = x. So if a makes ℓi true,
then eci = a
∗
x is labelled by T in A
a
ϕ. And if a makes ℓi false, then e
c
i = a
◦
x is labelled by both T and F in A
a
ϕ. (2) If
xc is labelled by F in qϕ, then ℓi = ¬x. So if a makes ℓi true, then e
c
i = a
∗
x is labelled by F in A
a
ϕ. And if a makes
ℓi false, then eci = a
◦
x is labelled by both T and F in A
a
ϕ.
Case cov⊥A: In the definition of e
i
c, we replace (ii) with (ii)
′ eci = a
T
x if ℓi = x for some x ∈ x and a(x) = F , and
(ii)′′ eci = a
F
x if ℓi = ¬x for some x ∈ x and a(x) = T . Again, we claim that h as defined above preserves the unary
atoms. Indeed, for each c and for each x ∈ x occuring in c, there are two cases: (1) If xc is labelled by T in qϕ, then
ℓi = x. So if a makes ℓi true, then eci = a
∗
x is labelled by T in A
a
ϕ. And if a makes ℓi false, then e
c
i = a
T
x is labelled
by T in Aaϕ. (2) If x
c is labelled by F in qϕ, then ℓi = ¬x. So if a makes ℓi true, then e
c
i = a
∗
x is labelled by F in A
a
ϕ.
And if a makes ℓi false, then eci = a
F
x is labelled by F in A
a
ϕ.
(⇐) Suppose that h : qϕ → A
a
ϕ. Then, for any y ∈ y, h(y) = b
ν
y for some ν ∈ {F, T }. We then set b(y) = ν. We
claim that ψ(a(x), b(y)) is true. Indeed, for every clause c = ℓ1∨ ℓ2∨ ℓ3 in ψ, there is t = (e1, e2, e3) ∈ Ec such that
h maps the ‘contribution’ of c in qϕ onto the ‘star’ with centre d
c
t . If t is in E
c because ei = a∗x for some i = 1, 2, 3,
x ∈ x, then the label of a∗x inA
a
ϕ is a(x). As h is a homomorphism, the label of x
c in qϕ is also a(x), and so a makes
c true by the definition of qϕ. And if t is in E
c because ei = b
b(y)
y for some i = 1, 2, 3, y ∈ y and b(y) makes ℓi true,
then c is clearly true as well. ❑
Finally, we prove that ϕ is satisfiable iff T ,Aϕ |= qϕ iff I |= qϕ for every model I of T and Aϕ. (⇒) Given I,
define an assignment aI : x → {F, T } by taking aI(x) = T if a∗x ∈ T
I and aI(x) = F if a∗x ∈ F
I . Then I = AaIϕ ,
and so we are done by Lemma 4. The implication (⇐) also follows from Lemma 4, as Aaϕ is a model of T and Aϕ,
for every assignment a : x→ {F, T }. ❑
3.2 Data Complexity: AC0 and L
We next focus on the data complexity of (answering) OMQs (T , q). By a twin in q we mean any node labelled by
both F and T ; by a solitary F (or T ) we mean a non-twin F -node (respectively, T -node). We call q a 0-CQ if it
does not have a solitary F or a solitary T . Note that, for q without twins, (covA, q) and (cov⊥A, q) have the same data
complexity.
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Theorem 5. (i) If q is a 0-CQ, then (T , q) is in AC0.
(ii) If q has no twins and contains at least one solitary F and at least one solitary T , then (cov⊤, q) and (cov
⊥
⊤, q),
and so (covA, q) and (cov
⊥
A, q) are L-hard.
Proof. (i) We show that T ,A |= q iff A |= q, and so q is an FO-rewriting of (T , q). (⇒) Suppose A 6|= q and q
has no solitary F (the other case is similar). Let A′ be the result of adding a label F to every A-node in A that is not
labelled by F or T . Clearly,A′ is a model of T and A with A′ 6|= q. (⇐) is trivial.
(ii) The proof is by an FO-reduction of the L-complete reachability problem for undirected graphs. Denote by q′ the
CQ obtained by gluing together all the T -nodes and by gluing together all the F -nodes in q. Thus, q′ contains a single
T -node, x, and a single F -node, y. Clearly, there is a homomorphism h : q → q′. Let q′′ = q′ \ {T (x), F (y)}.
SupposeG = (V,E) is a graph with s, t ∈ V . We regardG as a directed graph such that (u, v) ∈ E iff (v, u) ∈ E, for
any u, v ∈ V . Construct an ABox AG from G in the following way. Replace each edge e = (u, v) ∈ E by a copy q′′e
of q′′ such that, in q′′e , node x is renamed to u, y to v, and all other nodes z to some fresh copy ze. ThenAG comprises
all such q′′e , for e ∈ E, as well as atoms T (s) and F (t). We show that there is a path from s to t in G (s →G t, in
symbols) iff cov⊤,AG |= q iff cov⊥⊤,AG |= q.
(⇒) Suppose there is a path s = v0, . . . , vn = t inGwith ei = (vi, vi+1) ∈ E, for i < n. Consider an arbitrary model
I of cov⊤ andAG. Since I |= cov⊤, and T (s) and F (t) are in AG, we can find some i < n such that I |= T (vi) and
I |= F (vi+1). As q′′ei is an isomorphic copy of q
′′, we obtain I |= q′′, and so I |= q.
(⇐) Suppose s 6→G t. Then, by the construction, t is not reachable from s in AG (not even via an undirected path).
Define a model I of cov⊥⊤ and AG by taking T
I to be the set of nodes in AG that are reachable from s (via an
undirected path) and F I its complement. Clearly, no connected component ofAG (as undirected graph) contains both
T I- and F I nodes. Since q is connected and contains at least one T and at least one F , it follows that I 6|= q. ❑
Theorem 5 (ii) is complemented by the following simple sufficient condition, which is proved by reduction to graph
reachability. Call a CQ q′(x, y) with two free variables x and y symmetric if, for any ABox A and a, b ∈ ind(A), we
have A |= q′(a, b) iff A |= q′(b, a).
Theorem 6. Let Q = (T , q) be any OMQ with
q = ∃x, y (F (x) ∧ q′1(x) ∧ q
′(x, y) ∧ q′2(y) ∧ T (y)),
for some CQs q′(x, y), q′1(x) and q
′
2(y) that do not contain solitary T and F , and symmetric q
′(x, y). Here we
assume that q′1(x) and q
′
2(y) are disjoint, and that x and y are their only common variables with q
′(x, y). ThenQ is
in L.
Proof. It is not hard to show that, for any ABox A, we have T ,A |= q iff there exist v0, v1, . . . , vn ∈ ind(A), for
some n ≥ 1, such that the following conditions hold:
(S1) F (v0), A(v1), . . . , A(vn−1), T (vn) ∈ A,
(S2) A |= q′(vi, vi+1), for 0 ≤ i < n;
(S3) A |= q′1(vi), for 0 ≤ i < n,
(S4) A |= q′2(vi), for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Indeed, suppose that there are v0, v1, . . . , vn ∈ ind(A) such that (S1)–(S4) hold. Consider a model I of T and A. By
discrete continuity, there must be i such that both F (vi) and T (vi+1) are true in I. Now, (S2)–(S4) guarantee that
I |= q. Conversely, suppose there are no v0, v1, . . . , vn in ind(A) that satisfy (S1)–(S4). We define inductively sets
Fi for i ≥ 0 and F ′i for i ≥ 1 by setting F0 = F
A, F ′i+1 = {y | A |= q
′(x, y) ∧ q′1(x) ∧ q
′
2(y) where x ∈ Fi} and
Fi = {y ∈ F ′i+1 | A(y) ∈ A} for i ≥ 1. We define a model I of T andA by extending F
A and TA to F I =
⋃∞
i=0 Fi
and T I = TA ∪ AA \
⋃∞
i=1 Fi. We claim that I 6|= q. Indeed, suppose there is a homomorphism h : q → I. Then
there is i0 such that h(x) ∈ Fi0 . Moreover, h(y) must be in the intersection of Fi0+1 and T
I . However, due to our
assumption, no node in F ′i0+1 can be in T
A, and by construction, no node in F ′i0+1 can be in T
I \ TA, which is
impossible.
A linear datalog programΠ is called symmetric if, for any recursive rule I(x)← J(y)∧E(z) inΠ (with the exception
of the goal rules), where E(z) is a shorthand for the conjunction of the EDBs of the rule, its symmetric counterpart
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J(y)← I(x)∧E(z) is also in Π. It is known (see, e.g., [19]) that symmetric programs can be evaluated in L for data
complexity.
It remains to observe that checking if there are v0, v1, . . . , vn ∈ ind(A) such that (S1)–(S4) hold can be done by the
following symmetric datalog program, in which B(x) = A(x) ∧ q′1(x) ∧ q
′
2(x):
G← q
G← F (x), q′1(x), q
′(x, y), P (y)
P (x)← B(x), q′(x, y), q′2(y), T (y)
P (x)← B(x), q′(x, y), P (y), B(y).
where the only recursive rule P (x) ← B(x), q′(x, y), P (y), B(y) is equivalent to its symmetric counterpart due to
the symmetry of q′(x, y). ❑
Example 7. By Theorems 6 and 5 (ii), the OMQ (cov⊤, q) with q shown below is L-complete.
F T
R S S Q Q
Since AC0 $ L, Theorem 5 gives a sufficient and necessary criterion in the presence of the disjointness axiom:
Corollary 8. An OMQ (cov⊥A, q) is in AC
0 iff q is a 0-CQ or contains a twin. If q is a 0-CQ without twins, then q is
an FO-rewriting of (cov⊥A, q).
Proof. If q has a twin, then ∃x (F (x) ∧ T (x)) is an FO-rewriting of Q. So suppose q is a CQ without twins. By
Theorem 5 and since AC0 $ L, Q is in AC0 iff q is a 0-CQ. SupposeQ is in AC0 and q has no solitary F (the other
case is similar). Then Q is FO-rewritable, and so, by [8, Proposition 5.9], it must have a rewriting in the form of a
union (disjunction) of CQs. Consider any CQ q′ in this rewriting. Let A be an ABox isomorphic to q′ (as a labelled
digraph). Then cov⊥A,A |= q. Let A
F result fromA by adding a label F to any A-node that is not labelled by F or T .
Then there is a homomorphism h : q → AF . As q does not have F - and A-nodes, h is also a homomorphism from q
to q′. It follows that q is an FO-rewriting ofQ. ❑
The following example shows that the criterion of Corollary 8 does not hold for CQs with twins (see also Example 14
below).
Example 9. It is not hard to check (directly or using Theorem 13 below that (covA, q) with q shown below has q as
its FO-rewriting, and so is in AC0. Note that q is minimal in the sense that it is not equivalent to any of its proper
sub-CQs.
R S
FT T F FT
R R S S
3.3 Datalog Rewritability of OMQs with a 1-CQ
In this section, we introduce some technical tools for dealing with 1-CQs. Here, by a 1-CQ we mean any CQ with
exactly one solitary F and at least one solitary T , or exactly one solitary T and at least one solitary F . The tools
are an adaptation of known (disjunctive) datalog techniques to OMQs Q with a 1-CQ. More specifically, we observe
that every such Q can be rewritten to a very simple datalog query—nearly a sirup in the sense of [17]—which can
be regarded as an adaptation of the idea of markability for disjunctive datalog programs from [31]. We also adapt the
datalog expansion technique [37, 16, 46] to characterise those datalog queries semantically.
Throughout this section, we assume that q is a 1-CQ such that F (x) and T (y1), . . . , T (yn) are all of the solitary
occurrences of F and T in q, and let Q = (T , q). For each such Q, we define a monadic datalog program ΠQ with
goalG and four rules
G← F (x), q′, P (y1), . . . , P (yn) (6)
P (x)← T (x) (7)
P (x)← A(x), q′, P (y1), . . . , P (yn) (8)
G← F (x), T (x) (9)
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where q′ = q \ {F (x), T (y1), . . . , T (yn)} and P is a fresh predicate symbol which never occurs in ABoxes. If
T = covA, rule (9) is omitted.
We also define by induction a class KQ of ABoxes called cactuses for Q. We start by setting KQ = {q}, regarding q
as an ABox, and then recursively apply to KQ the following two rules:
(bud) if T (y) ∈ C ∈ KQ with solitary T (y), then we add to KQ the ABox obtained by replacing T (y) in C with
(q \ {F (x)}) ∪ {A(x)}, in which x is renamed to y and all other variables are given fresh names;
(prune) if C ∈ KQ and T , C− |= q, where C− = C \ {T (y)} for some solitary T (y) in C, then we add C− to KQ.
It is straightforward to see by structural induction that
T , C |= q, for every C ∈ KQ. (10)
We call a cactus unpruned if it can be obtained by applications of (bud) only. For C ∈ KQ, we refer to the copies s of
(maximal subsets of) q that comprise C as segments. The skeleton Cs of C is the ditree whose nodes are the segments
s of C and edges (s, s′) mean that s′ was attached to s by budding. The depth of s in C is the number of edges on
the branch from the root of Cs to s. The depth of C is the maximum depth of its segments. A path-cactus is a cactus
whose skeleton has a single branch.
Theorem 10. For every OMQ Q = (T , q) with a 1-CQ q and every ABox A, the following are equivalent:
(i) T ,A |= q;
(ii) ΠQ,A |= G;
(iii) either T = cov⊥A andA contains an FT -twin, or there exists a homomorphism h : C → A for some C ∈ KQ.
Proof. We show (i)⇒ (ii)⇒ (iii)⇒ (i).
(i) ⇒ (ii) If T = cov⊥A and A contains a node labelled by both T and F , then G holds in the closure ΠQ(A) of A
under ΠQ by rule (9). In any other case, we define a model I based on A by labelling each ‘undecided’A-node a by
T I if P (a) holds in ΠQ(A), and by F I otherwise. As I is a model of T and A, there is a homomorphism h : q → I.
Then h(yi) ∈ T I , and so P
(
h(yi)
)
holds in ΠQ(A), for every i ≤ n (by rule (7) and the definition of I). We claim
that h(x) is an F -node in ΠQ(A), and so G holds in ΠQ(A) by rule (6). Indeed, otherwise by h(x) ∈ F I and the
definition of I, h(x) is an A-node but not a P -node in ΠQ(A), contrary to rule (8).
(ii) ⇒ (iii) Suppose that T = covA or A does not contain a node labelled by both T and F . Then rule (9) is either
not in ΠQ or not used. We define inductively (on the applications of rule (8) in the derivation ofG) a cactus C ∈ KQ
and a homomorphism h : C → A. To begin with, there are objects xa, ya1 , . . . , y
a
n for which rule (6) was triggered. So
xa is an F -node in ΠQ(A), and so it is an F -node in A. Take a function h0 : q → A such that it preserves binary
predicates, h0(x) = xa and h0(yi) = yai for i ≤ n. If y
a
i is a T -node inA for every i ≤ n, then h = h0 is the required
homomorphism from q ∈ KQ to A. If yai is not a T -node in A for some i, then y
a
i is a P -node in ΠQ(A) obtained by
rule (8), and so yai is an A-node in A. Also, there are objects x
b = yai and y
b
1, . . . , y
b
n such that rule (8) was triggered
for xb, yb1, . . . , y
b
n. Let C be the cactus obtained from q by budding at yi, and extend h0 to a function h1 : C → A such
that it preserves binary predicates and h1(ysj ) = y
b
j for all T -nodes y
s
j of the new segment s. If y
b
j is a T -node in A
for every j ≤ n, then h = h1 is the required homomorphism from C ∈ KQ to A. Otherwise, we bud C again and
repeat the above argument. As the derivation ofG fromA using ΠQ is finite, sooner or later the procedure stops with
a cactus and a homomorphism.
(iii)⇒ (i) If T = cov⊥A and A contains a node labelled by both T and F then T ,A |= q obviously holds. Otherwise,
take an arbitrary model I of T andA. We define a model I+ of T and C by ‘pulling back I’ via the homomorphism h:
for every node x in C, x ∈ AI
+
iff h(x) ∈ AI . By (10), there is a homomorphism g : q → I+. Thus, the composition
of g and h is a q → I homomorphism, as required. ❑
Corollary 11. Any OMQ Q = (T , q) with a 1-CQ q is datalog-rewritable, and so is in P.
Corollary 11 makes it possible to use the 2EXPTIME algorithm of [16] to decide whether ΠQ is bounded, and soQ is
in AC0, and the results of [47, 41, 2] and many other techniques to understand whether ΠQ can be transformed to a
linear program, which would mean that Q is in NL. For OMQs Q whose 1-CQ q is a ditree with its unique solitary
F -node as root, the programΠQ can be reformulated as an EL ontology, and so one can use the AC
0/NL/P trichotomy
of [33], which is checkable in EXPTIME.
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Example 12. To illustrate, consider the 1-CQ q below.
F FT T
R S Q
We have covA,A |= q iff E ,A |= ∃xB(x), where E is the EL TBox {F ⊓ Cq ⊑ B, T ⊑ P, A ⊓ Cq ⊑ P} with
Cq = ∃R.(F ⊓ T ⊓ ∃S.∃Q.P ).
4 Deciding FO-rewritability of OMQs with a 1-CQ
Theorem 13. An OMQQ = (T , q) with a 1-CQ q is FO-rewritable iff there exist unpruned cactuses C0, . . . , Cn ∈ KQ
such that every C ∈ KQ contains a homomorphic image of some Ci, i ≤ n.
Proof. (⇒) By the proof of Corollary 8,Q has an FO-rewriting of the form q1 ∨ · · · ∨ qn, where the qi are CQs (pos-
sibly containingA-nodes). Treating the qi as ABoxes, we obviously have T , qi |= q, and so there is a homomorphism
from some Ci ∈ KQ to qi. Now consider any C ∈ KQ. Then there are homomorphisms Ci → qi → C, for some i,
1 ≤ i ≤ n, as required. (⇐) Now we treat the Ci as CQs. Then C1 ∨ · · · ∨ Cn is an FO-rewriting of Q. Indeed, if
T ,A |= q then there are homomorphisms Ci → C → A, for some C and i. ❑
Example 14. Let sn be a chain of n arrows labelled by S, for n ≥ 3. Consider the CQ qn shown below, where
the omitted labels on edges are all R. It is not hard to check that qn is minimal (not equivalent to any of its proper
sub-CQs).
FT F T FT FT
sn S
S
Let Ck be the cactus obtained by applying (bud) k-times to C0 = q3. Then there is a homomorphism q3 → Ck, for
any k ≥ 2: it uses the S-chain before the T -node to accommodate s3. However, there is no homomorphism from q3
to C1 as s3 is too long. It follows that q3 ∨ C1 is an FO-rewriting of (covA, q3), where we treat C1 as a CQ. It is to be
noted that C1 has an A-node. In general, the UCQ q ∨ C1 ∨ · · · ∨ Cn−2 is an FO-rewriting of (covA, qn).
The following result should be compared to [27, Theorem 11] showing PSPACE-hardness of FO-rewritability ofUCQs
mediated by Schema.org ontologies. In our case, the expressive power of UCQs (used to capture Turing machine
computations) is not available, and so we had to develop a brand new technique.
Theorem 15. It is PSPACE-hard to decide whether a given OMQ Q = (covA, q) with a (dag) 1-CQ q (having two
solitary T s) is FO-rewritable.
Proof. The proof is by reduction of the PSPACE-complete acyclicity problem for succinct graphs encoded as Boolean
formulas [38]; see also [3, Claim 4.4]. We will use the criterion for FO-rewritability of Theorem 13.
We remind the reader that a Boolean formula with variables x is a ditree ϕ(x) whose vertices we called gates. Leaf
gates are labelled by the variables from x = (x1, . . . , xn), where each variable xi can label several leaves of ϕ(x); we
let ki denote the number of leaves with label xi. Each non-leaf gate g is either an AND-gate (having 2 children) or a
NOT-gate (having 1 child), with the outgoing edge(s) leading to the input(s) of g. Given an assignment α of F and T
to the variables x of ϕ, we compute the value of each gate in ϕ under α as usual in Boolean logic. We let ϕ(α) denote
the truth-value of the root gate. The size |ϕ| of ϕ is the number of its gates.
As a first step, for each Boolean formula ϕ(x) with x = (x1, . . . , xn), we define an OMQQϕ = (covA, qϕ) such that
qϕ is a dag-shaped 1-CQ having one FT -twin and two solitary T -nodes, tleft and tright. Thus, for every C ∈ KQϕ , every
skeleton Cs is of branching ≤ 2. We encode any path-cactus C of depth n + 1 by an assignment αC to the variables
in x as follows: for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, if the (i + 1)th application of (bud) is at some copy of tleft then αC maps xi to
F , otherwise to T . (We start defining αC at the 2nd application of (bud) for technical reasons.) The 1-CQ qϕ will be
such that, for any path-cactus C ∈ KQϕ of depth n+ 1, ϕ(αC) = T iff there is a homomorphism h : qϕ → C.
We assemble the 1-CQ qϕ from three blocks (see Figures 1, 2 and 3) by glueing node u of q
var
ϕ to node u in q
base
ϕ , and
node v of qformϕ to node v in q
base
ϕ . Apart from the above mentioned F - and T -nodes, qϕ will have binary predicates
R, S, B, D, E, and Bij for some i, j. To simplify notation, in our pictures we omit the R-labels from R-arrows,
and indicate B, D, E, and Bij as unary predicates. However, any node x labelled by, say B, can be regarded as a
shorthand for having an edge (x, x′) labelled by B to some fresh node x′.
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– qbaseϕ is depicted in Figure 1.
r F
BT tleftu Ttright FT
B
v
S
S
S
S
Figure 1: Block qbaseϕ of the 1-CQ qϕ.
– qformϕ is depicted in Figure 2. It encodes the given ditree ϕ(x) as follows. With each non-leaf gate g in ϕ we
associate a fresh copy of its gadget (see the lower part of Figure 2). By puttingD in brackets we mean that the
labelD is only present when the gate in question is the root gate of ϕ. Each branch of ϕ can be characterised
by a pair (i, j) such that the leaf node of the branch is labelled by the jth copy xji of the variable xi for some
1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ ki. When the inputs of some AND-gate g are gates g1 and g2 then, for eachm = 1, 2,
if gm is a non-leaf gate then we merge node o of the gm-gadget with node im of the g-gadget; and if gm is
labelled by xji , then we merge node im of the g-gadget with the lowerBij -node in the upper part of Figure 2.
We proceed similarly with NOT-gates as well.
v
B11 . . .
Bnkn
B11 Bnkn
gate gadgets of ϕ
NOT-gate gadget
i
(D)
o
S
S
AND-gate gadget
i1 i2
b
(D)
o
c3
c1 c2
E
E
E E
S S
S S
S S
SS
Figure 2: Block qformϕ of the 1-CQ qϕ.
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– qvarϕ encodes the assignment αC as follows. First, its root u branches out to n+ 1 branches (see the headings
b1, . . . , bn+1 in Figure 3).
(a) Branch bn+1 begins with a chain of n+2 R-edges whose last two nodes are labeled with B. These two
B-nodes each has an R-edge to the same node z. The first n branches encode the truth-values of the
respective variables x1, . . . , xn by the assignment αC .
(b) We describe bi: It starts with i− 1 R-edges, then one S-edge, followed by a chain of n− i+2 R-edges
whose last node is labeled by B. This last B node also has an R-edge leading to the z node in (a), and
it also branches out to further ki branches b
1
i , . . . , b
ki
i , with b
j
i corresponding to the occurrence x
j
i of xi
among the leaf-labels in ϕ, for 1 ≤ j ≤ ki. For each j, let g1ij , . . . , g
dij
ij be the sequence of non-leaf
gates from leaf to root on the branch with leaf xji . Then b
j
i starts with two R-edges with the end-node
of the second one being labelled by Bij , and it continues with a three-step RSR edge-pattern repeated
dij times, see the left side of Figure 3. The first pattern corresponds to the gate g1ij , the second one
corresponds to the gate g2ij , and so on, and so the last pattern corresponds to the root gate of ϕ. The last
node of this last pattern is labelled byD.
(c) For each AND-gate g of the formula ϕ, we add a fresh node wg labelled by E to qvarϕ . For every RSR-
pattern corresponding to some occurrence gℓij of g, we add an edge from the end-node of the S-edge
of the pattern to wg (and so occurrences corresponding to the two inputs of the same AND-gate are
‘connected’).
This completes the definition of the dag-shaped 1-CQ qϕ. It is not hard to see that the size of qϕ is polynomial in |ϕ|.
Lemma 16. For any path-cactus C ∈ KQϕ of depth n+ 1, ϕ(αC) = T iff there is a homomorphism h : qϕ → C.
Proof. Fix some path-cactus C ∈ KQϕ of depth n + 1. Let t be the solitary T -node in C that is budded first, and let
C− ∈ KQϕ be the substructure of C starting at t, with its root labelled by F . Then C
− is a path-cactus in KQϕ of depth
n. We claim that
there is a homomorphism h : qϕ → C iff there is a homomorphism f : q
var
ϕ → C
− with f(u) = t. (11)
Indeed, suppose first that h : qϕ → C is a homomorphism. Then
the root r-node of qϕ should be mapped by h to the only solitary F -node in C, its root (12)
(it cannot be mapped to any FT -node, since no FT -node has any outgoingS-edges). Therefore, since one of the nodes
tleft and tright in the root segment s of C is the bud t (and so not labelled by T in C), either h(tleft) or h(tright)must be the
FT -node of s. Thus, since node u has a common successor with both tleft and tright, and it also has many successors
(in the qvarϕ block of qϕ), h(u) = t must hold, and so the restriction of h to q
var
ϕ is a required homomorphism to C
−.
Conversely, if f : qvarϕ → C
− is a homomorphism with f(u) = t, then we can extend f to a homomorphism from qϕ
to C by mapping the copy of t in qϕ to the FT -node in the root segment s of C, and any other nodes in qϕ to their own
copies in s, proving (11).
So it remains to show that
ϕ(αC) = T iff there is a homomorphism f : qvarϕ → C
− with f(u) = t. (13)
(⇐) As branch bn+1 in qvarϕ contains two R-consecutive B-nodes at R-distance n + 1 from u, f must map these
two B-nodes to the two B-nodes in the qbaseϕ -block of the leaf segment s of C
−, and so f(z) must be the common
R-successor of these two B-nodes in s. Therefore, the B-node in bi, for every i ≤ n, must also be mapped to one of
the twoB-nodes in the qbaseϕ -block of s. However, which of these twoB-nodes is the image depends on the truth-value
of αC on xi:
(i) If αC maps xi to F , then the ith application of (bud) in C− is at some copy of tleft that is reachable from r
via an S-step. So the B-node in bi is mapped to the lower B-node v in the qbaseϕ -block of s.
(ii) If αC maps xi to T , then the ith application of (bud) in C− is at some copy of tright that is reachable from r via
an S-step followed by an R-step only. So the B-node in bi is mapped to the upper B-node in the qbaseϕ -block
of s.
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b1 b2 bi bn bn+1
u
. . . . . .
...
...
B
...
...
B
B
z
S
i− 1
n− i
n+ 2
Bi1 Bij Biki
p1ij
...
pℓij
...
...
wg
E
...
b
j
i
D
Sg1ij
Sgℓij
Sg
dij
ij
S gℓ
′
i′j′ if g
ℓ
ij and g
ℓ′
i′j′ are the same AND-gate g
. . . . . .
Figure 3: Block qvarϕ of the 1-CQ qϕ.
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It remains to see how f maps the remaining part of qvarϕ into the q
form
ϕ -block of s. We claim that for every non-leaf gate
g in ϕ, if gℓij is an occurrence of g on some branch, then the end-node p
ℓ
ij of the RSR-pattern corresponding to g
ℓ
ij in
qvarϕ is mapped to the q
form
ϕ -block of s in such a way that
(iii) f(pℓij) is the o-node of the gadget for g, whenever the value of g under αC is F ;
(iv) f(pℓij) is the (D)-node of the gadget for g, whenever the value of g under αC is T .
We prove this by induction on the tree-structure of ϕ, going from leaves to root. So take some gate g, and let gℓij be an
occurrence of g.
– Suppose first that g is a NOT-gate.
– Suppose ℓ = 1. If the value of g under αC is F , then αC maps xi to T , and so by (ii) the Bij-node
of branch bji is mapped by f to the upper Bij -node in the q
form
ϕ -block of s. So the first R-edge of the
RSR-pattern corresponding to g1ij is mapped to the R-edge connecting the two Bij-nodes. And then
the subsequent S- and R-edges of the pattern must be mapped to the right side of the g-gadget starting
from its i-node. So f(p1ij) is its o-node.
If the value of g under αC is T , then αC maps xi to F , and so by (i) the Bij-node of branch b
j
i is
mapped by f to the lowerBij -node in the qformϕ -block of s. So the wholeRSR-pattern corresponding to
g1ij must be mapped to the left side of the g-gadget starting from its i-node, and so f(p
1
ij) is its (D)-node
(otherwise the mapping cannot be ‘continued’ when g1ij is a non-root gate, and f would not preserveD
when g1ij is the root-gate).
– If ℓ > 1 then gℓ−1ij is an occurrence of the non-leaf gate g
− that is the input of g. So if the value of g
under αC is F , then the value of g− under αC is T . Then by the IH, f(p
ℓ−1
ij ) is the (D)-node of the
gadget for g−. Thus, the first R-edge of the RSR-pattern corresponding to gℓij is mapped to the R-edge
connecting the (D)- and o-nodes of the g−-gadget. And then the subsequent S- and R-edges of the
pattern must be mapped to the right side of the g-gadget. So f(pℓij) is its o-node.
If the value of g under αC is T , then the value of g− under αC is F . Then by the IH, f(p
ℓ−1
ij ) is the
o-node of the gadget for g−. So the whole RSR-pattern corresponding to gℓij must be mapped to the
left side of the g-gadget starting from its i-node, and so f(pℓij) is its (D)-node.
– Now suppose that g is an AND-gate. There are many cases, depending on the truth-values of g and its two
inputs g1 and g2 under αC , and also whether each of the gi is a leaf gate or not. We consider just two cases,
the other cases are similar.
– Suppose that the value of g under αC is F , ℓ = 1 (and so g1 is a leaf labelled by xi), and αC maps xi
to T . Suppose that g2 is also a leaf gate, and so g2 has value F under αC . Let g1i′j′ be an occurrence
of g2. By (ii), the Bij -node of branch b
j
i is mapped by f to the upper Bij-node in the q
form
ϕ -block of
s. So the first R-edge of the RSR-pattern corresponding to g1ij is mapped to the R-edge connecting
the two Bij-nodes. Thus, the S-edge of the RSR-pattern corresponding to g1ij must be mapped to an
S-edge starting at the i1-node of the g-gadget. Similarly, by (i), the Bi′j′ -node of branch b
j′
i′ is mapped
by f to the lower Bi′j′ -node in the qformϕ -block of s. So the S-edge of the RSR-pattern corresponding
to g1i′j′ must be mapped to an S-edge following an R-edge starting at the i2-node of the g-gadget. As f
preserves E, the end-nodes of these two S-edges in the g-gadget must coincide, and so it must be node
c1. So f(p1ij) is the o-node of the g-gadget.
– Suppose that the value of g under αC is T , and both of its inputs are non-leaf gates having value T under
αC . Suppose g
ℓ−1
ij is an occurrence of g1 and g
ℓ′
i′j′ is an occurrence of g2. By the IH, f(p
ℓ−1
ij ) is the
(D)-node of the gadget for g1, and f(pℓ
′
i′j′) is the (D)-node of the gadget for g2. Then the S-edges of the
RSR-patterns corresponding to gℓ−1ij and g
ℓ′
i′j′ must be mapped, respectively, to S-edges starting at the
i1- and i2-nodes of the g-gadget. As f preserves E, the end-nodes of these two S-edges in the g-gadget
must coincide, and so it must be node b. So f(pℓij) is the (D)-node of the g-gadget, as required.
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This completes the proof of (iii) and (iv). As f preservesD, it follows that ϕ(αC) = T must hold.
(⇒) It is straightforward to see that if ϕ(αC) = T then mapping qvarϕ to C
− following the structure of ϕ as described
above is a homomorphism. This completes the proof of (13), and so that of Lemma 16. ❑
Next, we will use Lemma 16 in our reduction. A Boolean formula ψ(x,y), with variables |x| = |y| = k, is called a
succint representation of some digraph Gψ on {F, T }k whenever, for all α, β ∈ {F, T }k, (α, β) is an edge in Gψ iff
ψ(α, β) = T . The acyclicity problem for succinct graphs is to decide, given a succint representationψ ofGψ , whether
Gψ has a cycle or not.
Given a Boolean formulaψ(x,y), we will define another Boolean formulaϕψ such thatGψ has no cycles iff the OMQ
Qϕψ = (covA, qϕψ) is FO-rewritable, for the 1-CQ qϕψ obtained from the formula ϕψ as in Lemma 16. To this end,
we set the number n of variables in ϕψ as n = 4k + 4. We are interested in inputs of the form FTα′FTβ′, where α′
and β′ are obtained from α, β ∈ {F, T }k by writing each letter twice. We call an n-sequence of F and T syntactically
correct iff it is a subword of FTα′FTβ′FTγ′, for some α, β, γ ∈ {F, T }k. Now let ϕψ express that ϕψ(δ) = T for
every syntactically incorrect δ ∈ {F, T }n, and otherwise ϕψ(δ) = T iff δ = FTα′FTβ′ for some α, β ∈ {F, T }k
with ψ(α, β) = F . It is easy to see that |ϕψ | is polynomial in |ψ|.
Lemma 17. Gψ has no cycles iff there exist finitely many unpruned C0, . . . , CN ∈ KQϕψ
such that every C ∈ KQϕψ
contains a homomorphic image of some Ci, i ≤ N .
Proof. (⇐) Suppose α1, . . . , αm, α1 is a cycle in Gψ. Given C0, . . . , CN ∈ KQϕψ , let M be the maximum of the
depths of the Ci, and let δ be theM + n+ 1-long prefix of the infinite periodic FT -sequence
δ∞ = FTα′1FTα
′
2FT . . . FTα
′
mFTα
′
1FT . . .
(where n is the number of variables in ϕψ). Let C be the unpruned path-cactus such that αC = δ. We claim that none
of the Ci can be homomorphically mapped to C. Indeed, suppose that there is a homomorphism h from some Ci to C.
Take some leaf segment s of Ci. By (12), the unique A- (or F -)node of s should be mapped by h to the A- (or F -)
node of some segment s′ of C whose depth in C is at most M . Let C− be the ‘sub’ path-cactus of C that has s′ as its
root segment and is of depth n+ 1. Then h maps qϕψ homomorphically to C
−. So by Lemma 16, ϕψ(αC−) = T . On
the other hand, αC− is a subword of δ
∞ of length n, and so ϕψ(αC−) = F by the definition of ϕψ, a contradiction.
(⇒) As there is no cycle in Gψ, any sequence α1, . . . , αm of more than 2k nodes in Gψ must contain some i < m
with (αi, αi+1) not being an edge in Gψ . Therefore, any α ∈ {F, T }ℓ for ℓ ≥ M = (2k + 1) · (2k + 2) must
contain a subword δ of length n = 4k + 4 such that ϕψ(δ) = T (as either there is a syntactically incorrect subword
of α of length n, or there is one representing two subsequent nodes of Gψ). Consider the family C1, . . . , CN of all
cactuses of depth ≤ M . We show that we can map one of C1, . . . , CN into any cactus C of depth greater thanM . So
suppose C is such a cactus. For every path-cactus B corresponding to some branch of Cs longer than M , consider
the FT -sequence αB corresponding to B. Then the prefix of αB of length M must contain a subword δ of length n
such that ϕψ(δ) = T . Let B− be the ‘sub’ path-cactus of B of depth n + 1 with αB− = δ. By Lemma 16, there is a
homomorphism hB : qϕψ → B
−. Now let dB ≤ M be the depth of the segment in B corresponding to the first letter
of δ (that is, the child of the root segment of B−). Let C− be obtained from C by cutting each long branch B at depth
dB . We claim that C− can be homomorphically mapped to C. Indeed, for non-leaf fragments and non-cut branches in
C−, one can take the natural embedding. For each cut branch B, hB homomorphically maps the leaf segment of C− in
B to C, by (12). ❑
Now Theorem 15 follows from Theorem 13 and Lemma 17. ❑
Corollary 18. There is an FO-rewritable OMQQ = (covA, q) with a 1-CQ q that requires cactuses Ci in Theorem 13
of size doubly exponential in the size of q.
Proof. Let G be the digraph on 2k nodes (a, b), where a ∈ {0, . . . , 2k − 1} and b ∈ {0, 1}, such that, for each
a ∈ {0, . . . , 2k−1 − 2}, there are edges from (a, b) to (a + 1, b′) for any b, b′ ∈ {0, 1}, and there are no other edges.
Clearly, G has no cycles and can be succintly represented by a Boolean formula ψ.
Consider the Boolean formula ϕψ corresponding to ψ and the 1-CQ qϕψ , as defined in the proof of Theorem 15. As
G has no cycles, the OMQQϕψ = (covA, qϕψ) is FO-rewritable by Lemma 17 and Theorem 13.
We represent the 2k nodes of G as FT -sequences of length k. Recall that, given such a sequence α, we obtain α′
by repeating each letter in α twice. Consider all FT-sequences of the form FTα′0FTα
′
1FT . . . FTα
′
2k−1 such that
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α0, α1, . . . , α2k−1 is a path in G. Let C be the unpruned cactus containing all the unpruned path-cactuses correspond-
ing to these sequences. By the definition ofG, the skeleton Cs of C is the complete binary tree of depth 2k+1. Hence,
the size of C is doubly exponential in the size of qϕψ . However, it can be shown similarly to the proof of the (⇐)
direction of Lemma 17 that there is no homomorphism from any smaller cactus to C (since ϕψ does not evaluate to T
on any 4k + 4-long subsequence of any branch of Cs). Thus, C must be included among the finitely many cactuses
characterising the rewriting in Theorem 13. ❑
5 Linear-Datalog-Rewritability of OMQs with a 1-CQ
We next obtain a sufficient semantical condition of linear-datalog-rewritability of OMQs Q = (T , q) with a 1-CQ q.
The branching number [33] of a rooted tree T is defined as follows. For any node u in T, we define inductively its
branching rank br(u) by taking br(u) = 0 if u is a leaf and, for any non-leaf u,
br(u) =
{
m+ 1, if u has ≥ 2 children of branching rankm;
m, otherwise.
(14)
Then the branching number of T is the branching rank of its root node. (In other words, the branching number of T is
b if the largest full binary tree that is a minor of T is of depth b.) The branching number of a cactus C ∈ KQ is the
branching number of Cs.
A cactus C ∈ KQ is called minimal if we cannot apply (prune) to it (that is, if by omitting any of the T -labels from
C, the resulting ABox C− is such that that T , C− 6|= q). Let KminQ be the set of minimal cactuses in KQ. We say that
KminQ is boundedly branching if there is some b < ω such that K
min
Q contains a cactus with branching number b but no
cactus of greater branching number. Otherwise, we call KminQ unboundedly branching.
Example 19. Consider the OMQ Q = (cov⊤, qFT.T ) with qFT.T depicted below (the omitted labels on the edges
are all R):
F T T
In the next picture, we show a cactus C obtained by applying (bud) twice to qFT.T (with A = ⊤ omitted):
F T
z
T
T T
Clearly, cov⊤, C \ {T (z)} |= qFT.T , and so (prune) would remove T (z) from C. Using this fact, one can show that
every cactus in KminQ has branching number ≤ 1. On the other hand, if Q = (covA, qFT.T ) then K
min
Q is unboundedly
branching by Theorems 20 and 27.
Theorem 20. For any OMQ Q = (T , q) with a 1-CQ q, if KminQ is boundedly branching, then Q is linear-datalog-
rewritable, and so is in NL.
Proof. Similarly to [16], we represent cactus-like ABoxes as terms of a tree alphabet, and construct a tree automaton
AQ such that (i) cactuses in KminQ are accepted by AQ, and (ii) every ABox A that is accepted by AQ is such that
T ,A |= q. Then, using ideas of [33], we show that the automaton AQ can be transformed into a (monadic) linear-
stratified datalog rewriting of Q. As shown in [2], such a rewriting can further be converted into a linear datalog
rewriting (at the expense of increasing the arity of IDB predicates in the program).
We only consider the case T = covA, as the case when T = cov⊥A is similar. Recall from [15] that a tree alphabet is a
finite set Σ of symbols, each of which is associated with a natural number, its arity. A Σ-tree is any ground term built
up inductively, using the symbols of Σ as functions: 0-ary symbols in Σ are Σ-trees, and for all k-ary symbols a in Σ
and all Σ-trees C1, . . . , Ck, a(C1, . . . , Ck) is a Σ-tree (and nothing else). We define a tree alphabet ΣQ as follows. We
consider cactus-like ABoxes that are built from q using (bud) and (prune), with applications of the latter also being
allowed when covA, C− 6|= q for the resulting ABox C−. The symbols of ΣQ are the segments s of such cactus-like
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ABoxes, with the arity of s being the number of its budding nodes, and with the x-node of s being either labelled by
F or not (see Figure 4 for an example). It should be clear that each cactus in KQ can be encoded by some ΣQ-tree
(see Figure 5 for an example). On the other hand, clearly, every ΣQ-tree represents some cactus-like ABox. So, with
a slight abuse of terminology, from now on by a ΣQ-tree we mean either the term or the corresponding ABox.
F
x
T
y1
T
y2
1-CQ q
0-ary: (F )
T T
(F )
T
(F )
T
(F )
1-ary: (F )
A T
(F )
A
(F )
T A
(F )
A
2-ary:
symbols of ΣQ
(F )
A A
Figure 4: An example of a tree alphabet ΣQ.
s1
(
s2, s3(s2)
)
s1
F
A A
s2
T T
s3
T A
s2
T T
Figure 5: An example of a cactus as a ΣQ-tree.
However, such an ABox C is not necessarily a cactus for two kinds of reasons: either covA, C 6|= q, or C might have
F -nodes in some ‘wrong’ segments (in every cactus, there is a unique F -node: the x node of its root segment). We are
interested in thoseΣQ-trees C for which covA, C |= q. To capture them, we use tree automata [15]. A nondeterministic
finite tree automaton (NTA) over some tree alphabet Σ is a quadruple A = (Q,Qf ,∆,Σ), where
– Q is a finite set of states,
– Qf ⊆ Q is a set of final states, and
– ∆ is a set of transitions of the form q1, . . . , qk ⇒a q, where k is the arity of a ∈ Σ and q1, . . . , qk, q ∈ Q; for
symbols a of arity 0, we might have initial transitions of the form⇒a q.
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A run ofA on aΣ-tree C is a labelling function r from the subterms of C toQ satisfying the following condition: for any
subterm C− = a(C1, . . . , Ck) of C, there is some transition q1, . . . , qk ⇒a q in∆ such that r(C1) = q1, . . . , r(Ck) = qk
and r(C−) = q (in which case we say that the transition is used in r). A Σ-tree C is accepted by A if there is a run of
A on C that labels C with a final state. We let L(A) denote the set of all Σ-trees accepted by A. A set L of Σ-trees is
called a regular tree language if L = L(A), for some NTA A over Σ.
Lemma 21. LQ = {C | C is a ΣQ-tree with covA, C |= q} is a regular tree language.
Proof. We prove this via a series of steps. Assume that q is a 1-CQ such that F (x) and T (y1), . . . , T (yn) are all of the
solitary occurrences of F and T in q. We want to use Theorem 10 for describing LQ. Recall the datalog programΠQ
given by (6)–(8) above. We extend the tree alphabet ΣQ to a tree alphabet ΣeQ as follows. For each symbol s in ΣQ,
we label some (possibly none) of the nodes in segment s by P . We call each resulting ‘segment’ se an extension of s.
(Then each symbol in ΣQ might have several extensions, and each of them has the same arity as s.) Let ΣeQ consist
of all possible extensions of every s in ΣQ. We say that a ΣeQ-tree C
e is an extension of some ΣQ-tree C if they have
isomorphic tree structures, and each symbol se in Ce is an extension of the corresponding symbol s in C. For example,
the closure ΠQ(C) underΠQ of any ΣQ-tree C is an extension of C.
For any ΣeQ-tree C
e, we write Ce |= G, for the goal predicate G of ΠQ, if there is a homomorphism from qe to Ce,
where qe = q \ {T (y1), . . . , T (yn)} ∪ {P (y1), . . . , P (yn)}. We claim that each of the following is a regular tree
language:
(a) the set of ΣeQ-trees C
e with Ce 6= ΠQ(Ce);
(b) the set of ΣeQ-trees C
e with Ce |= G;
(c) the set of ΣQ-trees C that have some extension Ce such that Ce = ΠQ(Ce) and Ce 6|= G;
(d) the set of ΣQ-trees C such that ΠQ, C |= G.
Indeed, to show (a), we need an NTA ‘detecting a pattern’ in the ABox Ce falsifying one of rules (7)–(8) in ΠQ.
Similarly, to show (b), we need an NTA ‘detecting a pattern’ in Ce corresponding to an application of rule (6) in
ΠQ. Now, (c) follows from (a), (b) and the fact that regular tree languages are closed under taking complements,
intersections and linear homomorphisms [15] (as the ‘forgetting’ function substituting s for each se is a linear tree
homomorphism fromΣeQ-trees to ΣQ-trees, mapping any extension C
e to C.) To show (d), take the complement of (c),
and observe that ΠQ, C |= G iff, for every extension Ce of C, whenever Ce = ΠQ(Ce) then Ce |= G.
Finally, it follows from (d) and Theorem 10 that LQ is a regular tree language. ❑
We call an NTA A = (Q,Qf ,∆,Σ) stratified if there is a function st : Q → ω such that, for every transition
q1, . . . , qk ⇒a q in∆,
– st(qi) ≤ st(q), for every i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and
– there is at most one i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ k and st(qi) = st(q).
Lemma 22. For any NTA A and any b < ω, there is a stratified NTA As such that
{C ∈ L(A) | the braching number of C is ≤ b} ⊆ L(As) ⊆ L(A). (15)
Proof. SupposeA = (Q,Qf ,∆,Σ). We defineAs = (Qs, Qsf ,∆
s,Σ) as follows. First, setQs = Q×{0, . . . ,b} and
Qf = Qf × {0, . . . ,b}. Then, for any transition of the form⇒a q in ∆, we add the transition⇒a (q, 0) to ∆s. For
any transition q1, . . . , qk ⇒a q in ∆ and anym ≤ b, we add to ∆s all transitions (q1,m1), . . . , (qk,mk) ⇒a (q,m)
such that
– eitherm1, . . . ,mk < m andmi = mj = m− 1, for some i 6= j;
– ormi = m, for some i, andmj < m, for all j 6= i.
Then As is stratified: it suffices to set st
(
(q,m)
)
= m, for q ∈ Q, m ≤ b. We claim that (15) holds. Indeed, we
have L(As) ⊆ L(A), since from every run r of As on some C we obtain a run of A on C by replacing each transition
(q1,m1), . . . , (qk,mk)⇒a (q,m) used in r with q1, . . . , qk ⇒a q. For the other inclusion, given a run r of A on some
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C with branching number≤ b, we obtain a run of As on C by labelling each subterm C− of C with state
(
r(C−),b−
)
,
where b− is the branching number of C−. ❑
We can now complete the proof of Theorem 20. Indeed, suppose that every cactus in KminQ has branching number≤ b,
for some b < ω. By Lemmas 21 and 22, there is a stratified NTA A = (Q,Qf ,∆,ΣQ) such that
{C ∈ LQ | the branching number of C is ≤ b} ⊆ L(A) ⊆ LQ.
Using A, we construct a (monadic) linear-stratified programΠA with goal predicateGA as follows. For every q ∈ Q,
we introduce a fresh unary predicate Pq . For every final state q ∈ Qf , ΠA contains the rule
GA ← Pq(x). (16)
For every transition q1, . . . , qk ⇒s q in ∆, where the budding nodes in the k-ary segment s are yi1 , . . . , yik , ΠA
contains the rule
Pq(x)← s, Pq1(yi1), . . . , Pqk(yik). (17)
(Note that, for k = 0, this gives rules that do not have any IDB predicates in their bodies.) Using that A is stratified, it
is easy to see that the programΠA is linear-stratified. We claim that (ΠA,GA) is a datalog-rewriting ofQ, that is, for
any ABox A (without the Pq), we have ΠA,A |= GA iff covA,A |= q.
(⇐) By Theorem 10, there exists a homomorphism h : C → A, for some cactus C ∈ KQ. Clearly, we may assume
that C ∈ KminQ , and so C has branching number ≤ b. As we have covA, C |= q by (10), it follows that C ∈ LQ, and so
C ∈ L(A). Let r be an accepting run of A on C. Then we can construct a derivation ofGA in ΠA(A) by induction on
C as a ΣQ-tree as follows, moving from leaves to the root: For every segment s in C, if the transition q1, . . . , qk ⇒s q
is used in r then we apply the rule in (17) with the substitution h(z) for any node z in s. Also, if r(C) = q for some
final state q of A, then we apply the rule (16) with substitution h(xs0), where xs0 is the x-node of the root segment s0
in C. It follows that ΠA,A |= GA.
(⇒) By induction on derivation ofGA, we construct a ΣQ-tree B, an accepting run r of A on B, and a homomorphism
f : B → A as follows. To begin with, there is an object xa for which rule (16) was triggered for some state q ∈ Qf .
Then Pq(xa) was deduced by some application of a rule (17) for some s. If this s is 0-ary, then s is a ΣQ-tree (of depth
0), the function r labelling s with q is an accepting run on s, and the substitution f0 used when triggering rule (17) is
a homomorphism from s toA. If s is k-ary for some k > 0, then there are objects yai1 , . . . , y
a
ik
for which rule (17) was
triggered. For each j = 1, . . . , k, consider the rule
Pqj (x)← s
j , Pqj1
(yi1), . . . , Pqj
kj
(yikj )
by which Pqj (y
a
ij
) was deduced. Take the ABox B built up by glueing the x node of each segment sj to the yij node
of s, extend r by labelling each sj with qj , and extend f0 to a B → A homomorphism by taking the substitutions used
when triggering the rules. Now, if every sj is 0-ary, then B is a ΣQ-tree and we are done. Otherwise, repeat the above
procedure for the ‘arguments’ of each sj of > 0 arity. As the derivation of GA is finite, sooner or later the procedure
stops, as required.
As B ∈ L(A) ⊆ LQ, by Theorem 10 there exists a homomorphism h : C → B, for some cactus C ∈ KQ. Then the
composition of h and f is a homomorphism from C to A, and so we have covA,A |= q by Theorem 10, as required.
❑
6 AC0/NL/P/CONP-Tetrachotomy of OMQs with a Path CQ
In this section, we focus on the OMQs (covA, q) with a path CQ q not containing twins. (We call such q twinless.)
So from now on, solitary F -nodes (T -nodes) in q will simply be called F -nodes (T -nodes). Our aim is to obtain a
complete syntactic classification of these OMQs according to their data complexity and type of rewritability.
We begin by dividing twinless path CQs into three disjoint classes: the 0-CQs and the 1-CQs, which have been defined
earlier, and the 2-CQs that contain at least two F -nodes and at least two T -nodes. We split 1-CQs into two further
cases that can be defined by an easily checkable syntactic condition as follows. We denote the first (root) node in q by
s and the last (leaf) node by e. We write x  y to say that there is a path from x to y in q, and x ≺ y whenever x  y
and x 6= y. If x  y, then [x, y] comprises those atoms in q whose variables are in the interval {z | x  z  y};
further, (x, y] = [x, y] \ {T (x), F (x)}, [x, y) = [x, y] \ {T (y), F (y)} and (x, y) = [x, y) \ {T (x), F (x)}.
Now let x−l ≺ · · · ≺ x−1 ≺ x0 ≺ x1 ≺ · · · ≺ xr be all the F - or T -nodes in q, with x0 being the only F -node and
l + r ≥ 1. Let ri = (xi−1, xi), where x−l−1 = s and xr+1 = e. We denote this 1-CQ by qlr.
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s
qlr
T
x−l
T T
x−1
F
x0
T
x1
T T T
xr e
r−l r0 r1 rr+1
We write ri ❀ rj if there is a homomorphism h : ri → rj with h(xi−1) = xj−1 and h(xi) = xj . We call qlr
right-periodic if l = 0 and ri ❀ r1 for all i = 1, . . . , r. By taking a mirror image of this definition, we obtain the
notion of left-periodic 1-CQ, in which case r = 0 and r−i ❀ r−1 for all i = 1, . . . , l. A 1-CQ q is periodic if it
is either right- or left-periodic, and non-periodic otherwise. (Similar notions can be defined for 1-CQs with a single
T -node and at least one F -node.)
Theorem 23 (tetrachotomy). For anyQ = (covA, q) with a twinless path CQ q, the following hold:
(1) if q is a 0-CQ, thenQ is in AC0;
(2) if q is a periodic 1-CQ, thenQ is NL-complete;
(3) if q is a non-periodic 1-CQ, thenQ is P-complete;
(4) if q is a 2-CQ, thenQ is CONP-complete.
Item (1) is shown in Theorem 5 (i). The other two upper bounds follow from Corollary 11 and Theorem 26. To obtain
our lower bound results (Theorems 25, 27 and 28), we introduce two general tools that will be used throughout.
First, we consider a generalisation of homomorphisms that will allow us to regard our CQs as if they contained a
single binary predicate only. Given a model I of some ABox A, we call a map h : q → I a subhomomorphism if the
following conditions hold:
– h(x) ∈ T I , for every T -node x in q, and h(x) ∈ F I , for every F -node x in q;
– for any nodes x, y in q, if R(x, y) is in q, for some R, then S
(
h(x), h(y)
)
is in A, for some S.
Second, we define some ABoxes that are ‘built up’ from copies of a non-0-CQ path CQ q in a particular way. If x  y,
we let δ(x, y) denote the distance between x and y in q, that is, the number of edges in the path from x to y, and set
|q| = δ(s, e). Given any path CQ q′, we use ≺q′ and q′ for the ordering of nodes in q′, and δq′ for the distance in
q′. We omit the subscripts when q′ = q. Now let q1, . . . , qn, n ≥ 2, be disjoint copies of q. For any j and node
x in q, we let xj denote the copy of x in qj , and let ιj : qj → q be the identity map. We assume that q is such that
it contains a T -node ≺-preceding an F -node (as the other case is symmetrical). For each j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, we pick a
T -node tj and an F -node fj in qj such that tj ≺qj f
j ; we call the selected nodes contacts. We replace the T - and
F -labels of all the contacts with A, and then glue fj together with tj+1 for every j, 1 ≤ j < n. We call the resulting
contacts glue-contacts and the resulting ABox H an n-chain (for q). An example of a 3-chain is given in the picture
below, where glue-contacts are depicted by ◦, while contacts that are not glue-contacts by •.
q1 q2
q3
q1
q2
q3
t
1
f
1
t
2
f
2
t
3
f
3
Lemma 24. SupposeH is an n-chain, for some n ≥ 2 and a path CQ q.
(i) If h : q → ind(H) is a function with s1 ≺q1 h(s) ≺q1 f
1, and I a model of covA and H whose glue-contacts are
all in F I , then h is not a q → I subhomomorphism.
(ii) If h : q → ind(H) is a function with tn ≺qn h(e) ≺qn en, and I a model of covA andH whose glue-contacts are
all in T I , then h is not a q → I subhomomorphism.
Proof. (i) Suppose on the contrary that h : q → I is a subhomomorphism. We consider the image h(q) of q in I as a
path CQ, so h(q) and δh(q) are well-defined. Observe that, by our assumption on h,
for every ℓ, 1 ≤ ℓ < n, if x is in qℓ ∩ h(q) then x qℓ f
ℓ; (18)
for every ℓ, 1 < ℓ ≤ n, if x is in qℓ ∩ h(q) then tℓ qℓ x. (19)
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We define a function g← : ind(H) → ind(H) by taking g←(x) = h
(
ιℓ(x)
)
whenever x is a node in qℓ, where we
consider each glue-contact c = fi = ti+1, for 1 ≤ i < n, as a node in qi+1, that is, g←(c) = g←(ti+1) =
h
(
ιi+1(ti+1)
)
. Throughout, we use the following obvious ‘shift’ property of g←: for every ℓ, 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ n,
if y, z are both in the same copy qℓ, y, z 6= fℓ whenever ℓ < n, and y qℓ z,
then g←(y) h(q) g←(z) and δqℓ(y, z) = δh(q)
(
g←(y), g←(z)
)
. (20)
AsH is finite, there exists a ‘fixpoint’ of g←: a node x inH and a numberN > 0 such that gN←(x) = x. We will ‘shift
this fixpoint-cycle to the left.’ More precisely, we claim that
there is a glue-contact c with gN←(c) = c. (21)
Indeed, let y0 = x, y1 = g←(x), y2 = g2←(x), . . . , yN−1 = g
N−1
← (x). Then g
N
←(yj) = yj for every j < N , and so if
one of the yj is a glue-contact, we are done with (21). So suppose otherwise. We cannot have that every yj is in q1, as
otherwise, by (20) and our assumption on h, for every j ≤ N ,
δq1(s
1, yj) = δh(q)
(
g←(s
1), g←(yj)
)
= δh(q)
(
h(s), yj+1)
)
= δq1
(
h(s), yj+1)
)
< δq1
(
s1, yj+1)
)
(22)
(here + is moduloN ). Therefore,
there exists j < N such that yj is in qℓj , for some ℓj > 1, (23)
and so, by (19), there is a glue-contact tℓj with tℓj ≺
q
ℓj yj . (When ℓj = 1, such a glue-contact does not exist.) For
j < N with ℓj > 1, we set dj = δqℓj
(
t
ℓj , yj
)
. LetK < N be such that
dK = min{dj | j < N and ℓj > 1}
(which is well-defined by (23)), and set c = fℓK−1 = tℓK . By (18), we have yj ≺qℓj f
ℓj whenever 1 < ℓj < n. Thus,
by the definition of K and (20), for every j ≤ N , gj←(c) belongs to the same copy q
ℓK+j as yK+j , gj←(c) qℓK+j
yK+j , and
dK = δqℓK+j
(
gj←(c), yK+j
)
.
It follows, in particular, that gN←(c) belongs to the same copy q
ℓK as yK , and δqℓK
(
gN←(c), yK
)
= δqℓK (c, yK).
Therefore, gN←(c) = c, as required in (21).
It remains to show that (21) leads to a contradiction. Indeed, c ∈ F I by our assumption, and so c cannot be in T I by
the minimality of I. On the other hand, we show by induction on j ≥ 1 that gj←(c) ∈ T
I , and so c = gN←(c) ∈ T
I . If
j = 1 then g←(c) = h
(
ιℓ(tℓ)
)
for some ℓ, and so g←(c) ∈ T I as ιℓ(tℓ) is a T -node in q and h is a subhomomorphism.
If j > 1 then gj−1← (c) ∈ T
I by the IH, and so gj−1← (c) is not a glue-contact and ι
ℓ
(
gj−1← (c)
)
must be a T -node in q
for some ℓ. Thus, gj←(c) = h
(
ιℓ
(
gj−1← (c)
))
is in T I .
(ii) The proof is similar. Now we define a function g→ : ind(H) → ind(H) by taking again g→(x) = h
(
ιℓ(x)
)
whenever x is a node in qℓ, but now we consider each contact c = fi = ti+1 as a node in qi, that is, g→(c) =
g→(f
i) = h
(
ιi(fi)
)
. Then, in the proof of (21) for g→, the assumption on h and the ‘shift’ property for g→ (analogous
to (20)) imply that there exists j < N such that yj is in qℓj , for some ℓj < n, and so we can define the contacts fℓj
such that yj qℓj f
ℓj for each j with ℓj < n (that is, we ‘shift the fixpoint-cycle to the right’). ❑
We use Lemma 24 to prove the following criterion:
Theorem 25. If q is a path 1-CQ, then (covA, q) is NL-hard.
Proof. The proof is by an FO-reduction to the NL-complete reachability problem for dags. We assume that there exist
a T -node x and an F -node y in q with x ≺ y (as the other case is symmetrical). Given a dag G = (V,E) with nodes
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s, t ∈ V , we construct an ABox AG as follows. Replace each e = (u, v) ∈ E by a fresh copy qe of q such that node
x in qe is renamed to u with T (u) being replaced by A(u), and node y is renamed to v with F (v) being replaced by
A(v). ThenAG comprises all such qe, for e ∈ E, as well as T (s) and F (t). We show that s→G t iff covA,AG |= q.
(⇒) Suppose there is a path s = v0, . . . , vn = t in G with ei = (vi, vi+1) ∈ E, for i < n. Then, for any model I of
covA and AG, there is some i < n such that vi ∈ T I and vi+1 ∈ F I . Thus, the identity map from q to its copy qei is
a q → I homomorphism, and so I |= q.
(⇐) Suppose s 6→G t. Define a model I of covA and AG by labelling by T the undecided A-nodes in AG that are
reachable from s (via a directed path) and by F the remaining ones. As q is a path CQ, there is no homomorphism
h : q → I with h(x) ∈ V . It is enough to show that there is no subhomomorphism h : q → I with h(x) /∈ V either.
So suppose that h : q → ind(AG) is a function with h(x) /∈ V . Consider the sub-ABox H of AG consisting of those
copies qe1 , . . . , qen of q that have a non-empty intersection with h(q), and regard the nodes u ∈ V as contacts in H.
AsG is acyclic,H is an n-chain. Also, as h(x) /∈ V and either all the contacts inH are in T I , or all of them are in F I ,
h satisfies the conditions of Lemma 24, both in (i) and (ii). Let I− be the restriction of I toH. Then, by Lemma 24,
h is not a q → I− subhomomorphism, and so it is not a q → I homomorphism either. ❑
By Corollary 11, all OMQs Q with a 1-CQ q are datalog-rewritable and lie in P. Our next task is to show that every
such OMQ with a twinless path q is either linear-datalog-rewritable, and so NL-complete, or P-hard.
Theorem 26. If q is a periodic twinless path 1-CQ, then Q = (covA, q) is linear-datalog-rewritable, and so lies in
NL.
Proof. It is not hard to either construct an explicit linear datalog-rewriting of Q or show that every cactus in KminQ has
branching number at most 1 and use Theorem 20. Here, we sketch a proof of the latter.
We only consider q0r. Suppose C ∈ K
min
Q . Note first that if, in a segment s of C, some T -node x has been pruned (that
is, its label T removed), then all the T -nodes y with x ≺ y in s (if any) can also be pruned, contrary to the minimality
of C. (To see this, consider any model I of T and C, in which all the A-nodes in the submodel Ix generated by x are
in T I . Let h be a homomorphism from q0r to I. Let C
′ result from C by pruning all the T -nodes y with x ≺ y and let
I ′ be the restriction of I to C′. Then h is also a homomorphism from q0r to I
′.)
Consider any branch s0, . . . , sn of segments in C with the maximal number of nodes between the root of s0 and the
leaf of sn. By this choice, sn−1 cannot have any A-nodes after (w.r.t. ≺) the root of sn. We claim that sn contains
all of its T -nodes. Indeed, suppose at least one of them has been pruned. Then it is readily seen that the root of sn in
sn−1 can also be pruned (consider the models I of T and C in which this root is in F I), contrary to the minimality
of C. Now, let A be the subgraph of C comprising the nodes on this branch (with all of their labels). It is not hard to
check that T ,A |= q0r. It follows that all the T -nodes that are not on the branch should have been pruned. ❑
We next show that the OMQs with 1-CQs not covered by Theorem 26 are all P-hard.
Theorem 27. Let q = qlr be a twinless path 1-CQ such that one of the following conditions holds: (i) l, r ≥ 1, or
(ii) l = 0 and q0r is not right-periodic, or (iii) r = 0 and ql0 is not left-periodic. Then (covA, qlr) is P-hard.
Proof. Each of the cases (i)–(iii) is proved by an FO-reduction of the monotone circuit evaluation problem, which is
known to be P-complete. We remind the reader that a monotone Boolean circuit is a directed acyclic graph C whose
vertices are called gates. Gates with in-degree 0 are input gates. Each non-input gate g is either an AND-gate or an
OR-gate, and has in-degree 2 (with the edges coming from the inputs of g). One of the non-input gates is distinguished
as the output gate. Given an assignment α of F and T to the input gates of C , we compute the value of each gate in
C under α as usual in Boolean logic. The outputC(α) ofC on α is the truth-value of the output gate.
(ii) Let l = [s, x0), let n > 1 be minimal with rn 6❀ r1, s = rn, and let r = (xn, e]. Below we discuss the case of
n = 3 only, but it should be clear how to modify the proof for other n. In this case, q0r may look as follows:
s
F
x0
T
x1
T
x2
T
x3 e
l r1 r2 s r
We distinguish between two cases: |s| > |r1| and |s| ≤ |r1|. Depending on the case, we use the following two gadgets
for AND-gates; the gadget for OR-gates is the same in both cases:
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AND-gate for |s| > |r1|
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for |s| ≤ |r1|
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Given a monotone circuitC and an assignment α, we construct an ABox AC,α as follows. With each non-input gate
g we associate a fresh copy of its gadget. When the inputs of g are gates ga and gb then, for each i = a, b, if gi is a
non-input gate, then we merge node c of the gadget for gi with the i-node in the gadget for g; and if gi is an input gate,
we replace the label A of i and i′ (if available) in the gadget for g with α(gi). Finally, we replace the label A of node
c in the gadget for the output gate with F . We claim that covA,AC,α |= q0r iff C(α) = T .
(⇐) is proved by induction on the number of non-input gates in C. The basis is obvious. For the induction step,
suppose the output gate g in C is an AND-gate with inputs ga and gb, at least one of which is a non-input gate. Let I
be an arbitrary model of covA and AC,α. If both a and b in the gadget for g are in T I , then it is easy to check that we
always have a q0r → I homomorphism, no matter what the labels of a
′ and b′ (if available) are. It remains to consider
the case when either a or b is in F I , and so the corresponding gi is not an input gate. Take the subcircuit C
− of C
whose output gate is gi. Then AC−,α is the sub-ABox of AC,α with the c-node in the gadget for gi as its topmost
node, and A(c) replaced by F (c). Now if I− is the restriction of I to AC−,α (and so c ∈ F
I−), then by IH there is a
q0r → I
− homomorphism, and so I |= q0r as well. The case when the output gate g in C is an OR-gate is similar.
(⇒) SupposeC(α) = F . To show covA,AC,α 6|= q0r, we define a model I of covA andAC,α inductively by labelling
the A-nodes in the gadget for each non-input gate g of C by F I or T I as follows: node c is labelled by the the truth-
value of g under α, while node i (and node i′ if applicable), for i = a, b, is labelled by the truth-value of gi under α,
where ga and gb are the inputs of g. Suppose, on the contrary, that there is a homomorphism h : q0r → I and consider
possible locations of h(x0) ∈ F I . Suppose first that |s| > |r1| and h(x0) is in some AND-gadget.
Case a, a′ ∈ T I , b, b′, c ∈ F I . If h(x0) = c, then h(x1) = a′ and, since b′ ∈ F I , the node h(x2) is the T -node just
below a′. But then, since |s| > |r1|, the node h(x3) must be strictly between a and the T -node above it, which is
impossible because there are no T -nodes there. We obviously cannot have h(x0) = b′ because b ∈ F I .
Case a, a′, c ∈ F I , b, b′ ∈ T I . If h(x0) = a′, then h(x1) is the central T -node. But then, since |s| > |r1|, the node
h(x2) must be strictly between b′ and the central T -node, which is impossible because there are no T -nodes there.
Case a, a′, b, b′, c ∈ F I is covered by the previous ones.
Suppose next that |s| ≤ |r1| and h(x0) = c is in some AND-gadget. Then h(x2) = b, provided that b ∈ T I
(otherwise such h is impossible), which means that a ∈ F I , and so h(x3) is located in some other gadget. However,
this is impossible because of the following. In every gadget, the ‘edges’ leaving node c are labelled by r1. So if
|s| < |r1| then h(x3) must be strictly between the c node of the gadget and the end-node of an r1-edge, but there are
no T -nodes there. If |s| = |r1| then s❀ r1, contrary to s 6❀ r1.
Finally, if h(x0) = c is in some OR-gadget, then both a and b of the gadget are in F I , and so h(x3) ∈ F I , which is a
contradiction.
(i) is similar to (ii).
(iii) In our reduction, we require four intervals of qlr: l = [s, x−1), r0 = (x−1, x0), s = (x0, xr), r = (xr, e]. Note
that r0 has no T -nodes.
s
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T
xr e
l r0 s r
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We use the following gadgets for the gates, where the number of A-nodes in the gadget for a non-output AND-gate
exceeds |qlr |:
output AND-gate
a b
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s r
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.
Given a monotone circuitC and an assignment α, we construct an ABox AC,α as follows. With each non-input gate
g we associate a fresh copy of its gadget. When the inputs of g are gates ga and gb then, for each i = a, b, if gi is
a non-input gate, then we merge the topmost A-node of the gadget for gi with the i-node in the gadget for g; and if
gi is an input gate, we replace the label A of i in the gadget for g with α(gi). We claim that covA,AC,α |= q0r iff
C(α) = T .
(⇐) is proved by induction on the number of non-input gates in C. The basis (whenC has just one non-input gate) is
obvious. For the induction step, suppose the output gate g in C is an OR-gate with inputs ga and gb, at least one of
which is a non-input gate. Let I be an arbitrary model of covA andAC,α. If at least one of a or b in the gadget for g is
in T I , then we clearly have I |= qlr . It remains to consider the case when a and b are both in F
I . Let i be such that
gi is a non-input gate. There are two cases. (i) If node z in the gadget for gi is in F I , consider the subcircuit C
− of
C whose output gate is gi. Then AC−,α is the sub-ABox of AC,α with z as its topmost node, and A(z) replaced by
F (z). Now, if I− is the restriction of I to AC−,α (and so z ∈ F
I−), then by IH there is a qlr → I
− homomorphism,
and so I |= qlr as well. (ii) If z ∈ T
I then gi is an AND-gate and, as the topmost A-node in the gadget for gi is
in F I , there is an A-node in the gadget for gi that is in T I while the next A-node above it is in F I . So we have a
qlr → I homomorphism.
The case when the output gate of C is an AND-gate is similar.
(⇒) SupposeC(α) = F . To show covA,AC,α 6|= qlr, we define a model I of covA andAC,α by putting the A-nodes
of the gadget for any gate g in C to F I (or T I) if the truth-value of g under α is F (or, respectively, T ). Suppose, on
the contrary, that there is a homomorphism h : qlr → I. We track the possible locations of h(x0) ∈ F
I :
– If the output gate is an AND-gate, then h(x0) cannot be its F -node, because then h(x−1) = a and h(xr) = b,
and so at least one of them would be in F I , which is a contradiction.
– If the output gate is an OR-gate, then h(x0) cannot be its F -node, because then either h(x−1) = a or
h(x−1) = b, and so h(x−1) would be in F I , a contradiction.
– So suppose h(x0) is an A-node in a gadget for a non-input and non-output gate g. If g is an OR-gate, then
either h(x−1) = a or h(x−1) = b in the gadget for g, and so h(x−1) would be in F I , a contradiction. So
suppose g is an AND-gate, and consider the gadget for g. Then h(x0) cannot be anyA-node located above z,
because otherwise h(x−1)would be the previousA-node, and so in F I , a contradiction. Finally, if h(x0) = z
then, as the vertical line comprised of the r0 is longer than qlr and contains no T -nodes, h(x1) ∈ T
I must
also be in the gadget for g, and it must be in one of the horizontal s. But this is impossible because r0 is
non-empty, and so the distance between z = h(x0) and h(x1) would be greater than δ(x0, x1).
Thus, we cannot have a homomorphism h : qlr → I. ❑
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To complete our tetrachotomy, it remains to consider OMQs with 2-CQs.
Theorem 28. If q is a twinless path 2-CQ, then (covA, q) is CONP-hard.
The remainder of this section is dedicated to the proof of this theorem, which is by a polynomial reduction of the
complement of 3SAT: for every 3CNF ψ, we define (via a series of steps) an ABox Aψ whose size is polynomial in
the sizes of q and ψ, and then show that ψ is satisfiable iff covA,Aψ 6|= q.
Throughout, for any k, we let tk (fk) denote the kth T -node (F -node) in q. In particular, tlast−1 (flast−1) denotes the
last but one T -node (F -node) in q, and tlast (flast) the last T -node (F -node). We assume that t1 ≺ f1 (as the other case
is symmetrical).
To begin with, we take an n-chain for some n ≥ 2, and glue together its t1 and fn contacts, replacing their respective
T - and F -labels with A. If the contacts are such that ιj+1(tj+1) ≺ ιj(fj), for every j, then the resulting ABox
W is called an n-cogwheel (throughout we assume that ± is modulo n). For each j, the nodes preceding tj in qj
form its initial cog, while the nodes succeeding fj in qj form its final cog. Given two contacts c1 = fi = ti+1 and
c2 = f
j = tj+1, we define the contact-distance between c1 and c2 inW asmin
(
|i− j|, n− |i− j|
)
.
q1 A
f
n
t
1
A
t
2
f
1
q2
A
t
k
f
k−1
A
f
k
t
k+1
qk
qn
W..
.
..
.
Cogwheels will be used to encode the truth-values of literals (variables and negations thereof) in the clauses of the
3CNF ψ. The following lemma is proved using Lemma 24:
Lemma 29. SupposeW is an n-cogwheel for some n ≥ |q|. For any model I of covA andW , we have I 6|= q iff the
contacts in I are either all in T I or all in F I .
Proof. (⇒) Suppose the contact fi−1 = ti is in T I . Since I 6|= q, we must have that the ‘clockwise next’ contact
f
i = ti+1 is also in T I . It follows by induction that all of the contacts inW are in T I . Suppose the contact fi−1 = ti
is in F I . Then the ‘anti-clockwise next’ contact fi−2 = ti−1 is also in F I , from which it follows by induction that all
of the contacts are in F I .
(⇐) Suppose otherwise. Suppose first that there exists a model I of covA and W such that all contacts in I are in
F I and I |= q, and so there is a homomorphism h : q → I. As n ≥ |q|, we may consider the image h(q) of
q in I as a path CQ, so h(q) and δh(q) are well-defined. Further, h(q) must intersect with at least two copies of
q in W (otherwise h
(
ιj(tj)
)
= tj were in F I , for some T -node ιj(tj) in q, contrary to the minimality of I). As
ιj+1(tj+1) ≺ ιj(fj) for every j, there is not enough room for h(q) intersecting only with cogs. So without loss of
generality we can assume that the intersection of h(q) with each of the copies q1, . . . , qk, for some k, 2 ≤ k < n,
consists of not just contacts. (In fact, the intersections with q2, . . . , qk−1 consist of non-cog-nodes only, while with q1
and qk they might or might not contain cog-nodes.) In particular, h(s) ≺q1 f1. We also have s1 ≺q1 h(s) (otherwise
h
(
ι1(t1)
)
= t1 were in F I). Now, consider the sub-ABox H ofW consisting of the copies q1, . . . , qk. Then H is a
k-chain, and h is a q → ind(H) function satisfying the assumption of Lemma 24 (i). Let I− be the restriction of I to
H. Then, by Lemma 24 (i), h is not a q → I− subhomomorphism, and so it is not a q → I homomorphism either,
which is a contradiction.
The case of I with contacts in T I is similar, where we use Lemma 24 (ii). ❑
Next, for each variable p occurring in the 3CNF ψ, we take a fresh pair of cogwheels and make sure that they always
encode the opposite truth-values of the literals p and ¬p. To achieve this, we connect the two cogwheels in each pair
with further two copies of q in a special way.
LetW• andW◦ be two disjoint n-cogwheels for some n > 4|q| + 2, and let q↑, q↓ be two more fresh and disjoint
copies of q. For j =↑, ↓ and a node x in q, we denote by xj the copy of x in qj . We pick two contacts c↑• = fi• = ti•+1
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and c↓• = fj• = tj•+1 inW• such that they are ‘far’ from each other either way, that is, the contact-distance between
them inW• is > 2|q|. Similarly, we pick two contacts c
↑
◦ = f
i◦ = ti◦+1 and c↓◦ = fj◦ = tj◦+1 inW◦ such that the
contact-distance between them in W◦ is > 2|q|. Then we glue together the contact c
↑
• in W• with f
↑
1 , and also the
contact c↑◦ inW◦ with f
↑
2 , having the F -labels of f
↑
1 and f
↑
2 replaced with A. Finally, we glue together the contact c
↓
◦
inW◦ with t
↓
1, and also the contact c
↓
• inW• with t
↓
2, having the T -labels of t
↓
1 and t
↓
2 replaced with A. The resulting
ABox B is called an n-bike. We call the contacts c↑• = fi• = ti•+1 = f
↑
1 and c
↑
◦ = f
i◦ = ti◦+1 = f↑2 F -connections
and the contacts c↓◦ = fj◦ = tj◦+1 = t
↓
1 and c
↓
• = fj• = tj•+1 = t
↓
2 T -connections in B.
q↑
q↓
qi• A
f
i•−1
t
i•
A
f
i•
t
i•+1
qi•+1
qj•
A
t
j•+1
f
j•
A
f
j•+1
t
j•+2
qj•+1
W•.
.. ..
.
A
t
i◦+1
f
i◦
A
f
i◦+1
t
i◦+2
qi◦+1
A
f
j◦−1
t
j◦
A
t
j◦+1
f
j◦
qj◦
qi◦
qj◦+1
W◦.
.. ..
.
We want to achieve that, for any model I of covA and B, we have I 6|= q iff the contacts inW• are all in T I while
the contacts in W◦ are all in F I , or the other way round. Using Lemma 29 and the fact that the F -connections are
F -nodes in q↑ while the T -connections are T -nodes in q↓, it is straightforward to see that the implication (⇒) always
holds, for any n-bike B. However, for the (⇐) direction to hold, we need to choose the contacts in the ‘±|q|-size
environments’ of the F - and T -connections in the n-cogwheelsW• andW◦ carefully, in such a way that all possible
locations in B for the image h(q) of a potential homomorphism h : q → I are excluded. Our choices depend on the
particular 2-CQ. For example, consider the 2-CQ
q
T
t1
T
t2
F
f1
F
f2
If we choose ti•+1 = ti•+11 and f
i•+1 = f i•+11 , and I is such that all contacts inW• are in F
I (and all contacts inW◦
are in T I), then we do have the following h : q → I homomorphism:
q
T T F F
T T F
f
↑
1 = t
i•+1
1
T
F
f
i•+1
1
. . . W•
T
f
↑
2
q↑
F
qi•+1
h
On the other hand, as shown below, the choices of ti•+1 = ti•+11 and f
i•+1 = f i•+11 are good for any of the following
three 2-CQs:
T
t1
T
t2
F
f1
F
f2
T
t1
F
f1
T
t2
F
f2
T
t1
F
f1
F
f2
T
t2
For each particular 2-CQ q, there might be different ways of choosing the contacts so that all potential homomorphisms
are excluded. Sometimes the choices are straightforward, some other times not so. In Lemma 30 below, we describe a
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system of choices that works for every 2-CQ (in other words, we give an algorithm that provides suitable choices for
any q). The different potential locations of a homomorphic image place different constraints on the possible choices
of contacts. Our ‘meta-heuristics’ in finding a solution to such a constraint system was to keep the contacts ‘as close
as possible’ to each other, and so most non-contact T - and F -nodes must be in the cogs of the cogwheels. This way
potential homomorphic images are ‘forced’ to intersect with cogs, where there are fewer options for them: say, if h
maps a node x of q to the initial cog of a copy qj , then we must have that x  ιj
(
h(x)
)
, otherwise there is not enough
room for the whole h(q) in the cog.
Lemma 30. Suppose B is an n-bike such that the following hold for its F -connections:
– if t2 ≺ f1 and δ(f1, f2) ≥ δ(t1, f1), then ti•+k = t
i•+k
2 and f
i•+k = f i•+k2 , for all k, 1 ≤ k ≤ |q|;
otherwise, ti•+k = ti•+k1 and f
i•+k = f i•+k1 , for all k, 1 ≤ k ≤ |q|;
– fi• = f i•2 and f
i•−k = f i•−k1 , for all k, 0 < k ≤ |q|;
– ti•−k = ti•−k1 and t
i◦−k = ti◦−k1 , for all k, k ≤ |q|;
– ti◦+1 = ti◦+11 and f
i◦+1 = f i◦+11 ;
– fi◦ = f i◦2 and f
i◦−k = f i◦−k1 , for all k, 0 < k ≤ |q|;
and the following hold for its T -connections:
– tj◦+1 = tj◦+11 , t
j◦−k = tj◦−k1 and f
j◦−k = f j◦−k1 , for all k ≤ |q|;
– if t2 ≺ f1 and δ(f1, f2) ≥ δ(t1, f1), then tj•+k = t
j•+k
2 and f
j•+k = f j•+k2 , for all k, 1 ≤ k ≤ |q|;
otherwise, tj•+k = tj•+k1 and f
j•+k = f j•+k1 , for all k, 1 ≤ k ≤ |q|.
Then, for any model I of covA and B, we have I 6|= q iff the contacts inW• are all in T I while the contacts inW◦ are
all in F I , or the other way round.
Proof. The implication (⇒) clearly holds for any n-bike B by the (⇒) direction of Lemma 29.
To show (⇐), suppose B is as above, and I is a model of covA and B such that all contacts inW• are in F I and all
contacts inW◦ are in T I or the other way round. The proof is via excluding all possible locations in B for the image
h(q) of a potential subhomomorphism h : q → I. As n > 4|q| > |q|, we may consider the image h(q) of q in I as
a path CQ. By Lemma 29, h(q) must intersect with at least one of q↑ and q↓. As the F -connections are of distance
> 2|q| from the T -connections, h(q) cannot intersect with both q↑ and q↓ at the same time. There are several cases,
and we show that all of them lead to a contradiction. First, we deal with the case when h(q) ∩ q↑ 6= ∅. We track the
location of h(f1). We have the following four cases (1)↑–(4)↑:
(1)↑ h(f1) = c
↑
• = f
↑
1 and h(f2) is in q
↑.
Then h(f2) = c
↑
◦ = f
↑
2 , and so either h(f1) or h(f2) is in T
I .
(2)↑ h(f1) is in qi•+k inW• for some 1 ≤ k ≤ |q|, and h(f2) is also inW•.
We cannot have h(q) ∩ q↑ = {c↑•} by Lemma 29 forW•. So h(q) must begin in q↑. As c
↑
• = f
↑
1 , we must
have c↑• h(q) h(f1) (otherwise there is not enough room for h(q) in q↑). If c
↑
• ≺h(q) h(f1), then let ℓ be
such that h(e) is in qi•+ℓ and ti•+ℓ ≺qi•+ℓ h(e). Then h(e) ≺qi•+ℓ e
i•+ℓ must hold, as otherwise both
h
(
ιi•+ℓ(ti•+ℓ)
)
and h
(
ιi•+ℓ(fi•+ℓ)
)
would be contacts inW•. Therefore, the sub-ABox H of B consisting
of q↑ and qi•+1, . . . , qi•+ℓ is a ℓ + 1-chain and h satisfies the conditions of Lemma 24, both in (i) and (ii),
with respect to the restriction I− of I toH. Thus, by Lemma 24, h is not a q → I− subhomomorphism, and
so it is not a q → I subhomomorphism either.
So suppose that h(f1) = c
↑
• = fi• = ti•+1, and so all contacts inW• are in F I . We consider the two cases:
– t2 ≺ f1 and δ(f1, f2) ≥ δ(t1, f1).
Then ti•+1 = ti•+12 and f
i•+1 = f i•+12 , and so h(f1) = t
i•+1
2 (see the picture below).
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t
i•+1
2
f
i•+1
2
qi•+1
q↑
h(f1)
f
i•+1
1
. . . W•
We track the location of h(f2). On the one hand,
δh(q)
(
ti•+12 , h(f2)
)
= δh(q)
(
h(f1), h(f2)
)
= δ(f1, f2) < δ(t2, f2) = δqi•+1
(
ti•+12 , f
i•+1
2
)
.
On the other,
δh(q)
(
ti•+12 , h(f2)
)
= δh(q)
(
h(f1), h(f2)
)
= δ(f1, f2) ≥ δ(t1, f1) > δ(t2, f1) = δqi•+1
(
ti•+12 , f
i•+1
1
)
.
Therefore, h(f2) is a node between f
i•+1
1 and f
i•+1
2 . But there is no such an F -node in q
i•+1.
– Either f1 ≺ t2 or δ(f1, f2) < δ(t1, f1).
Then ti•+k = ti•+k1 and f
i•+k = f i•+k1 , for all k, 1 ≤ k ≤ |q|, and so h(f1) = t
i•+1
1 .
t
i•+1
1
f
i•+1
1 f
i•+2
1 f
i•+3
1
qi•+1 qi•+2 qi•+3
q↑
h(f1)
t
i•+2
1 t
i•+3
1
. . . W•
If δ(f1, f2) < δ(t1, f1), then h(f2) is between t
i•+1
1 and f
i•+1
1 , but there is no such an F -node in q
i•+1.
So suppose that f1 ≺ t2. Then h(t2) must be in the final cog of qi•+ℓ, for some ℓ with 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ |q| (as
all contacts inW• are in F I , and there are no T -nodes between t
i•+k
1 and f
i•+k
1 for any k). Thus,
δ(f1, t2) = δh(q)
(
h(f1), h(t2)
)
= δh(q)
(
ti•+11 , h(t2)
)
> δqi•+ℓ
(
f i•+ℓ1 , h(t2)
)
.
On the other hand, as t1 ≺ f1 ≺ t2, there is no T -node between f
i•+ℓ
1 and t
i•+ℓ
2 , and so
δ(f1, t2) = δqi•+ℓ
(
f i•+ℓ1 , t
i•+ℓ
2
)
≤ δqi•+ℓ
(
f i•+ℓ1 , h(t2)
)
,
a contradiction.
(3)↑ h(f1) is in qi•−k inW•, for some k ≤ |q|, and h(f1) 6= c
↑
•.
As fi• = f i•2 , h(f1) cannot be in the final cog of q
i• (otherwise there is no room for h(q) in qi• ). As
f
i• = f i•2 and f
i•−k = f i•−k1 , for 1 ≤ k ≤ |q|, h(f1) = f
i•−ℓ
1 must hold for some ℓ ≤ |q| (otherwise
h(q) ⊆ W•, which we cannot have by Lemma 29). So h(t1) = ti•−ℓ = t
i•−ℓ
1 is a contact inW•. But then
either h(f2) (when ℓ = 0) or h(f1) (when ℓ > 0) is also a contact inW•, a contradiction.
qi•
f
i•−3
1
t
i•−2
1
f
i•−2
1
t
i•−1
1
f
i•−1
1
t
i•
1
f
i•
2
...W•
f
i•
1
q↑
(4)↑ h(f1) is in q↑ ∪W◦, and h(f1) 6= c
↑
•.
We must have
c
↑
• = f
↑
1 ≺h(q) h(f1), (24)
for otherwise there is not enough room for h(q) in q↑. We first track the location of h(f2). By (24), we have
c
↑
◦ = f
↑
2 ≺h(q) h(f2), and so h(f2) cannot be in q
↑ (otherwise there is not enough room for h(q) in q↑). As
f
i◦ = f i◦2 , h(f2) cannot be in the final cog of q
i◦ (otherwise there is not enough room for h(q) in qi◦ ). Thus,
h(f2) is in qi◦+k for some k with 1 ≤ k ≤ |q|. (25)
Next, we track the location of h(t1). There are three cases:
– h(t1) is inW◦.
Then, as the part of q preceding t1 is empty (containing no T - or F -nodes), there exists a sub-
homomorphism from q toW◦, contrary to Lemma 29 forW◦.
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– h(t1) is in q↑.
Then t↑1 ≺q↑ h(t1) by (24). As the part of q preceding t1 is empty, there exists a subhomomorphism
h′ : q → I such that h′(s) is in q↑, s↑ ≺q↑ h
′(s) and h′(q) ⊆ q↑ ∪W◦. Let ℓ ≤ |q| be such that h′(e)
is in qi◦+ℓ and ti◦+ℓ ≺qi◦+ℓ h
′(e). By (25), ℓ ≥ 1. Also, we have h′(e) ≺qi◦+ℓ e
i◦+ℓ, as otherwise
both h
(
ιi◦+ℓ(ti◦+ℓ)
)
and h
(
ιi◦+ℓ(fi◦+ℓ)
)
would be contacts inW◦. Therefore, the sub-ABox H of B
consisting of q↑ and qi◦+1, . . . , qi◦+ℓ is a ℓ+1-chain and h′ satisfies the conditions of Lemma 24, both
in (i) and (ii), with respect to the restriction I− of I to H. Thus, by Lemma 24, h′ is not a q → I−
subhomomorphism, and so it is not a q → I subhomomorphism either.
– h(t1) is inW• \ {c
↑
•}.
Then h(t1) ≺h(q) c
↑
•. We use this fact and (25) to compute the distance from c
↑
◦ = t
i◦+1
1 = f
↑
2 to h(f2):
δh(q)
(
c
↑
◦, h(f2)
)
= δh(q)
(
c
↑
•, h(f1)
)
< δh(q)
(
h(t1), h(f1)
)
= δ(t1, f1) = δqi◦+1
(
ti◦+11 , f
i◦+1
1
)
,
and so h(f2) is in qi◦+1 between t
i◦+1
1 and f
i◦+1
1 . But there is no F -node there.
c
↑
• = f
↑
1 c
↑
◦ = f
↑
2
t
i◦+1
1 f
i◦+1
1
q
t1 f1 f2
...W• . . . W◦
h
Next, we deal with the case when h(q) ∩ q↓ 6= ∅. (The proof is similar but not totally symmetrical to the q↑ cases
because of our assumption that t1 ≺ f1.) We track the location of h(t1). Four cases (1)↓–(4)↓ are possible:
(1)↓ h(t1) = c
↓
◦ = t
↓
1 and h(t2) is in q
↓.
Then h(t2) = c
↓
• = t
↓
2, and so either h(t1) or h(t2) is in F
I .
(2)↓ h(t1) is in qj◦+k inW◦ for some 1 ≤ k ≤ |q|, and h(t2) is also inW◦.
We cannot have h(q) ∩ q↓ = {c↓◦} by Lemma 29 for W◦. So h(q) must begin in q↓. As c
↓
◦ = t
↓
1, we
must have that c↓◦ h(q) h(t1) (otherwise there is not enough room for h(q) in q↓). Then, as the part of q
preceding t1 is empty, there exists a subhomomorphism from q toW◦, contradicting Lemma 29 forW◦.
(3)↓ h(t1) is in qj◦−k inW◦ for some k ≤ |q|, and h(t1) 6= c
↓
◦.
As fj◦ = f j◦1 and t1 ≺ f1, h(t1) cannot be in the final cog of q
j◦ (otherwise there is not enough room for
h(q) in qj◦ ). So h(t1) ≺h(q) c
↓
◦ and h(q) starts inW◦. As we cannot have h(q) ∩ q↓ = {c
↓
◦} by Lemma 29
forW◦, h(q) must continue in q↓ (and end either in q↓ or inW•). As tj◦−k = t
j◦−k
1 and f
j◦−k = f j◦−k1 for
k ≤ |q|, h(t1) cannot be a contact inW◦ different from c
↓
◦, otherwise h(f1) would also be a contact inW◦.
h(t1) cannot be in the initial cog of qj•−k for any k ≤ |q|, otherwise there would not be enough room for
h(q) in that cog. So h(t1) = tj◦−m for somem ≤ |q| and T -node t in q with t1 ≺ t ≺ f1, and so t2 ≺ f1.
We track the location of h(f1). If h(f1) is in W◦, then h(f1) cannot be in the final cog of qj◦ , as h(q)
continues in q↓. Som ≥ 1 must hold and
δ(t1, t) = δqj◦−m
(
tj◦−m1 , t
j◦−m
)
= δh(q)
(
tj◦−m1 , h(t1)
)
= δh(q)
(
tj◦−m+11 , h(f1)
)
.
Thus, h(f1) is an F -node between t
j◦−m+1
1 and f
j◦−m+1
1 . But there is no such F -node, so h(f1) cannot be
inW◦.
If h(f1) is in q↓ \ {c
↓
◦}, then we cannot have h(f1) = f
↓
1 , as otherwise we had h(t1) = t
↓
1 = c
↓
◦. As t2 ≺ f1
and c↓• = t
↓
2, we cannot have f
↓
1 ≺q↓ h(f1), otherwise there is not enough room for h(q) in q
↓. Therefore,
h(f1) ≺q↓ f
↓
1 , and so h(f1) = c
↓
• must hold.
So in any case, h(f1) must be inW•. As f
j•
1 qj• f
j• , h(f1) cannot be in the final cog of qj• (otherwise
there is not enough room for h(q) in qj• ). So h(f1) is in qj•+k for some k with 1 ≤ k ≤ |q|. We consider
the two cases:
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– δ(f1, f2) ≥ δ(t1, f1), and so tj•+k = t
j•+k
2 and f
j•+k = f j•+k2 , for all 1 ≤ k ≤ |q|.
h(f1) cannot be in the final cog of any qj•+k (otherwise there is not enough room for h(q) in qj•+k). If
h(f1) = f
j•+k
1 for some 1 ≤ k ≤ |q|, then h(t2) and h(f2) are both contacts inW•. So suppose that
h(f1) = t
j•+ℓ
2 is a contact in W• for some 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ |q|. We track the location of h(f2). On the one
hand,
δh(q)
(
tj•+ℓ2 , h(f2)
)
= δh(q)
(
h(f1), h(f2)
)
= δ(f1, f2) < δ(t2, f2) = δqj•+ℓ
(
tj•+ℓ2 , f
j•+ℓ
2
)
.
On the other,
δh(q)
(
tj•+ℓ2 , h(f2)
)
= δh(q)
(
h(f1), h(f2)
)
= δ(f1, f2) ≥ δ(t1, f1) > δ(t2, f1) = δqj•+ℓ
(
tj•+ℓ2 , f
j•+ℓ
1
)
,
and so h(f2) is a node between f
j•+ℓ
1 and f
j•+ℓ
2 . But there is no such F -node in q
j•+ℓ.
t
j◦
1 f
j◦
1
c
↓
◦
t
j•+1
2
c
↓
•
f
j•+1
2
q
t1 t2 f1 f2
...W◦ . . . W•
h
f
j•+1
1q
↓
– δ(f1, f2) < δ(t1, f1), and so tj•+k = t
j•+k
1 and f
j•+k = f j•+k1 , for all 1 ≤ k ≤ |q|.
h(f1) cannot be in the final cog of any qj•+k (otherwise there is not enough room for h(q) in qj•+k).
So h(f1) = t
j•+ℓ
1 is a contact inW• for some 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ |q|, and so h(f2) is between t
j•+ℓ
1 and f
j•+ℓ
1 .
But there is no such F -node in qj•+ℓ.
t
j◦
1 f
j◦
1
c
↓
◦
t
j•+1
1
c
↓
•
f
j•+1
1
q
t1 t2 f1 f2
...W◦ . . . W•
h
q↓
(4)↓ h(t1) is in q↓ ∪W•, and h(t1) 6= c
↓
◦.
We must have c↓◦ = t
↓
1 ≺h(q) h(t1) (otherwise there is not enough room for h(q) in q
↓). If h(t1) is in q↓,
then c↓• = t
↓
2 q↓ h(t1) follows. We cannot have c
↓
• = t
↓
2 ≺q↓ h(t1) (otherwise there is not enough room for
h(q) in q↓), and so h(t1) = c
↓
• must hold. So in any case, h(t1) is inW•. Then, as the part of q preceding t1
is empty, there exists a subhomomorphism from q toW•, contrary to Lemma 29 forW•,
and completing the proof of Lemma 30. ❑
Let ψ be a 3CNF (a conjunction of nψ clauses of the form ℓ1∨ℓ2∨ℓ3, where each ℓi is a literal, that is, a propositional
variable or its negation), and let n > (nψ + 2) · |q|. For each propositional variable p in ψ, we take a fresh n-bike Bp
having n-cogwheelsWp• ,W
p
◦ and satisfying the conditions in Lemma 30. We pick three nodes v1, v2 and v3 in q such
that each va is a T -node or an F -node, and v1 ≺ v2 ≺ v3. Then, for every clause c = (ℓc1 ∨ ℓ
c
2 ∨ ℓ
c
3) in ψ, we proceed
as follows. We take a fresh copy qc of q, consider the copies vc1, v
c
2 and v
c
3 of the chosen nodes in q
c, and replace their
F - or T -labels with A. Then, for a = 1, 2, 3, we glue vca to a fresh (unused as T - or F -connections) contact
(p1) inWp• iff either ℓca = p and va is an F -node in q, or ℓ
c
a = ¬p and va is a T -node in q;
(p2) inWp◦ iff either ℓca = p and va is an T -node in q, or ℓ
c
a = ¬p and va is a F -node in q.
We call the chosen contacts in the three n-cogwheels the wheel-contacts for c. For example, if q looks like on the
left-hand side of the picture below and c = (p∨¬q ∨ r), then we obtain the graph shown on the right-hand side of the
picture with the n-cogwheels depicted as circles:
q
s
T
v1
F
v2
F
v3 e
qc
s
A A A
e
Wp◦ W
q
◦ W
r
•
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We pick the wheel-contacts for different clauses in each n-cogwheel in such a way that their contact-distance from
each other and from the F - and T -connections of the n-cogwheel is > 2|q|. We treat the resulting labelled graph as
an ABox and denote it by Aψ. Clearly, the size of Aψ is polynomial in the sizes of q and ψ.
The following lemma is a consequence of the definition of Aψ , and the ‘easy’ (⇒) direction of Lemma 30.
Lemma 31. If covA,Aψ 6|= q, then ψ is satisfiable.
Proof. Suppose I is a model of covA and Aψ such that I 6|= q. As for each variable in ψ, the n-bike Bp satisfies the
conditions in Lemma 30, we have that all contacts in the n-cogwheelWp• are in F I and all contacts inW
p
◦ are in T I
or the other way round. As I 6|= q, for every clause c = (ℓc1 ∨ ℓ
c
2 ∨ ℓ
c
3) in ψ, there is a ∈ {1, 2, 3} such that either va
is a T -node in q but vca ∈ F
I , or va is an F -node in q but vca ∈ T
I . Define an assignment a by setting a(ℓca) = T
for each clause c in ψ (and arbitrary otherwise). We claim that a is well-defined in the sense that we never set both
a(p) = T and a(¬p) = T . Indeed, suppose otherwise. Suppose also that the former is because of ℓc1a1 in a clause c1
and the latter because of ℓc2a2 in a clause c2.
Case 1: va1 is a T -node in q but v
c1
a1
∈ F I . As a(p) = T implies that ℓc1a1 = p, by (p2) of the construction v
c1
a1
is a
contact in the n-cogwheelWp◦ . So all contacts inW
p
◦ are in F I . On the other hand, a(¬p) = T implies that ℓc2a2 = ¬p.
If va2 is a T -node in q but v
c2
a2
∈ F I , then vc2a2 is a contact inW
p
• by (p1), and so all contacts inW
p
• are also in F I , a
contradiction. And if va2 is an F -node in q but v
c2
a2
∈ T I , then vc2a2 is a contact inW
p
◦ by (p2), and so all contacts in
Wp◦ are in T I , a contradiction again.
Case 2: va1 is an F -node in q but v
c1
a1
∈ T I . This case is similar and left to the reader.
Thus, the assignment a is well-defined and makes true at least one literal in every clause in ψ, so ψ is satisfiable as
required. ❑
It remains to find some conditions onAψ that would guarantee that the converse of Lemma 31 also holds. So suppose
that ψ is satisfiable under an assignment a. We define a model Ia of covA and Aψ as follows: for every variable p in
ψ, if a(p) = T then we put all contacts of the n-cogwheelWp• to T Ia and all contacts of the n-cogwheelW
p
◦ to F Ia ;
if a(p) = F , we put all contacts ofWp• to F Ia and all contacts ofW
p
◦ to T Ia . We aim to find some conditions on Aψ
that would imply Ia 6|= q.
In order to formulate these conditions, we introduce some new notation for the three wheel-contacts, uniformly for any
given clause c in ψ (that is, depending not on c, but only on a = 1, 2, 3 and q). For each a = 1, 2, 3, we letWa denote
the n-cogwheel the node vca is glued to. The wheel-contact for c inWa was obtained (when forming the n-cogwheel
Wa) by glueing together the F -node fxa of some copy qxa and the T -node txa+1 of some copy qxa+1 (± is modulo
n).
qc
v
c
1 v
c
2 v
c
3
W1 W2 W3
qxa−1
qxa
qxa+1 q
xa
qxa+1
qxa+2
f
xa
v
c
a
...
. . .
t
xa+1
Wa
For each a = 1, 2, 3, we will choose va, fxa±k and txa±k, for k ≤ |q|, in such a way that Ia 6|= q (and so the converse
of Lemma 31 will hold). Our choices depend on the particular 2-CQ q, and they might also depend on the model
Ia (determined by the satisfying assignment a). Depending on these two parameters, there might be different ways
of choosing v1, v2, v3 and the wheel-contacts so that all potential q → Ia homomorphisms are excluded. Sometimes
the choices are clear, some other times not so. In the definition below we describe a system of choices that works for
every 2-CQ q. In order to make the presentation easier, our algorithm selects contacts that are suitable for ψ and q
uniformly, not depending on a. Note that with this ‘heuristical’ choice our task now is a bit harder than in the proof of
Lemma 30. We do not have any information about the particular labellings of vc1, v
c
2 and v
c
3 in Ia other than the fact
that the cogwheel attached to each of them represents a truth-value:
for each a = 1, 2, 3, the contacts inWa are either all in T Ia or all in F Ia (26)
(see the definition of Ia above).
Throughout, we use the following notation: t✷ denotes the last T -node preceding f1, t✸ denotes the last T -node
preceding f2, and t♯ denotes the last T -node preceding flast. (These all are well-defined, as t1 ≺ f1 by our assumption.)
We call Aψ a ψ-gadget if the following conditions hold, for all clauses c in ψ, all k ≤ |q|, and all ℓ with 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ |q|:
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– v1 = t1, tx1+1 = t
x1+1
1 , t
x1−k = tx1−k
✷
;
– if tlast ≺ f1 then fx1−k = f
x1−k
2 , v2 = tlast, t
x2+ℓ = tx2+ℓlast−1, f
x2+ℓ = fx2+ℓ1 , t
x2−k = tx2−k1 ,
f
x2−k =
{
fx2−k1 , if δ(t1, t2) = · · · = δ(tlast−1, tlast) = δ(tlast, f2),
fx2−k2 , otherwise;
– if f1 ≺ tlast then fx1−k = f
x1−k
1 , v2 = f1, t
x2+ℓ = tx2+ℓ
✷
, fx2+ℓ = fx2+ℓ1 , f
x2−k = fx2−k2 , and we consider
two cases:
(i) if f1 ≺ t✸ and there exist some T -node t ≺ t✸ and kt ≥ 1with δ(t✷, f1) = δ(t, t✸)+kt ·δ(t✸, f2), then
let t⋆ be such a t with the smallest kt, tx2−(kt⋆−1) = t
x2−(kt⋆−1)
⋆ , and tx2−k = tx2−k✸ for k 6= kt⋆ − 1;
(ii) otherwise, tx2−k = tx2−k
✸
;
– v3 = flast, tx3−k = t
x3−k
♯ , f
x3−k = fx3−klast , t
x3+ℓ = tx3+ℓ♯ , f
x3+ℓ = fx3+ℓlast .
Lemma 32. If Aψ is a ψ-gadget, then Ia 6|= q.
Proof. The proof is via excluding all possible locations in Aψ for the image h(q) of a potential subhomomorphism
h : q → Ia. We begin with the following observation: for any clause c in ψ,
there is no subhomomorphism h : q → Ia such that h(va) = vca for all a = 1, 2, 3. (27)
(In particular, there is no subhomomorphism from q onto qc in Ia.) Indeed, suppose on the contrary that there is such
a subhomomorphism h for some c. Suppose a(ℓca) = T for some a. If ℓ
c
a = p, then either va is an F -node in q but
v
c
a ∈ T
Ia as it is inWp• , or va is a T -node in q but vca ∈ F
Ia as it is inWp◦ , both are impossible when h(va) = vca. The
case of ℓca = ¬p is dually symmetric. It follows that a(ℓ
c
a) 6= T for any a = 1, 2, 3, contrary to a being a satisfying
assignment for ψ.
Because of Lemma 30, h(q) must intersect with some copy qc for some clause c. By (27), h(q) must properly
intersect with at least one of the n-cogwheels glued to qc in the sense that h(q) ∩ Wa 6⊆ {ca} for some a = 1, 2, 3.
By Lemma 29, we may assume that h(q) 6⊆ Wa for any a = 1, 2, 3. Also by Lemma 29, we may assume that if h(q)
properly intersects withWa, then every node in h(q) ∩Wa is in qxa±k for some k ≤ |q|. As the wheel-contacts for
different clauses in each n-cogwheel are far from each other, there is a unique c with h(q) properly intersecting with
one or two of the n-cogwheelsW1,W2 andW3 glued to qc (it cannot properly intersect with all three). It is not hard
to check that, by (27), all options for such a h(q) are covered by the six cases (1)–(6) below, and we need to show that
none of them is possible.
(1) h(q) starts inW1 and h(v1) ≺h(q) vc1.
qc
v
c
1 v
c
2 v
c
3
W1 W2 W3
h(q)
. . .
As v1 = t1, we have
h(t1) ≺h(q) t
c
1 (28)
and h(t1) is in W1. We track the location of h(f1). We consider the two further subcases tlast ≺ f1 and
f1 ≺ tlast.
Case tlast ≺ f1. Then v2 = tlast. As there is no F -node between tc1 and t
c
last in q
c, either tclast h(q) h(f1) or
h(f1) is inW1. Suppose first that tclast h(q) h(f1).
qc
qx1−1
qx1
qx1+1 q
x2
qx2+1
qx2+2
t
x1−1
last
t
x1
last
f
x1
2
tc1 t
c
last
...
. . .
fc1
t
x1+1
W1 W2
t1 tlast f1
q
h
qc
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As h(tlast) ≺h(q) tclast by (28), we have
δ(tlast, f1) = δh(q)
(
h(tlast), h(f1)
)
> δh(q)
(
h(tlast), t
c
last
)
= δh(q)
(
h(t1), t
c
1
)
. (29)
On the other hand, we analyse the location of h(t1) inW1. As tx1+1 = t
x1+1
1 , h(t1) cannot be in the initial
cog of qx1+1 (otherwise there is not enough room for h(q) in qx1+1). As tx1 = tx1
✷
= tx1last, f
x1 = fx12 , and
there is no T -node between tlast and f2, we have
δh(q)
(
h(t1), t
c
1
)
= δh(q)
(
h(t1), f
x1
2
)
≥ δqx1
(
tx1last, f
x1
2
)
= δ(tlast, f2) > δ(tlast, f1),
contrary to (29).
Next, suppose that h(f1) is inW1, and so h(f1) h(q) tc1. As t
x1+1 = tx1+11 , h(f1) cannot be in the initial
cog of qx1+1 (otherwise there is no room for h(q) in qx1+1). As tx1−k = tx1−k
✷
= tx1−klast and f
x1−k = fx1−k2
for k ≤ |q|, it follows that either h(f1) = f
x1−m
1 or h(f1) = f
x1−m
2 for somem ≤ |q|. If h(f1) = f
x1−m
1 ,
then both h(tlast) and h(f2) are contacts inW1, contradicting (26). And if h(f1) = f
x1−m
2 , then h(tlast) is a
T -node between tx1−mlast and f
x1−m
2 . But there is no such T -node.
t
x1−m
last f
x1−m
2
tlast f1
q
... . . .
h
f
x1−m
1
qx1−m
Case f1 ≺ tlast. As v2 = f1, it follows from (28) that h(f1) ≺h(q) f c1 = v
c
2, and so h(f1) h(q) t
c
1 and h(f1)
is in W1 (as there is no F -node between tc1 and f
c
1 ). As t
x1+1 = tx1+11 , h(f1) cannot be in the initial cog
of qx1+1 (otherwise there is no room for h(q) in qx1+1). As fx1−k = fx1−k1 for k ≤ |q|, h(f1) must be a
contact inW1. But then h(t✷) is a contact inW1 too, as tx1−k = tx1−k✷ for k ≤ |q|, contradicting (26).
(2) h(q) ends inW1.
qc
v
c
1 v
c
2 v
c
3
W1 W2 W3
h(q)
Then vc1 h(q) h(v1), as otherwise there is no room for h(q) in q
c. As v1 = t1, we have that tc1 h(q) h(t1)
and h(t1) is inW1. As the part of q preceding t1 is empty, there exists a subhomomorphism from q to the
restriction of Ia toW1, contrary to Lemma 29.
(3) h(q) starts inW2 and h(v2) h(q) v
c
2.
qc
v
c
1 v
c
2 v
c
3
W1 W2 W3
h(q)
. . .
We consider the two further subcases tlast ≺ f1 and f1 ≺ tlast.
Case tlast ≺ f1. Then v2 = tlast, and so h(tlast) h(q) tclast and h(tlast) is in W2. As t
x2+1 = tx2+1last−1,
h(tlast) cannot be in the initial cog of qx2+1 (otherwise there is no room for h(q) in qx2+1). If h(tlast) ≺h(q)
v
c
2 = t
c
last, then h(flast) ≺h(q) v
c
3 = f
c
last. As the part of q following flast is empty, we may assume that
h(q) ⊆ W2 ∪ qc, and so h(e) ≺qc ec. Let k ≤ |q| be such that h(s) is in qx2−k and h(s) ≺qx2−k f
x2−k.
Then sx2−k ≺qx2−k h(s) must hold, as otherwise both h
(
ιx2−k(tx2−k)
)
and h
(
ιx2−k(fx2−k)
)
would be
contacts inW2, contradicting (26). Therefore, the sub-ABox H of Aψ consisting of qx2−k, . . . , qx2 and qc
is a k+2-chain and h satisfies the conditions of Lemma 24, both in (i) and (ii), with respect to the restriction
I−a of Ia to H. Thus, by Lemma 24, h is not a q → I
−
a subhomomorphism, and so it is not a q → Ia
subhomomorphism either.
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So suppose that h(tlast) = vc2 = f
x2 . As tx2 = tx21 , it follows that h(t1) = t
x2
2 , . . . , h(tlast−1) = t
x2
last and
δqx2
(
tx21 , t
x2
2
)
= · · · = δqx2
(
tx2last−1, t
x2
last
)
= δqx2
(
tx2last, f
x2
)
must hold, which cannot happen with either
choice for fx2 .
qx2
t
x2
1 f
x2
h(tlast)
...W2
t
x2
2
h(t1)
t
x2
last qc
Case f1 ≺ tlast. Then v2 = f1, and so h(f1) h(q) f
c
1 and h(f1) is inW2. We track the location of h(f1).
As tx2+1 = tx2+1
✷
, h(f1) cannot be in the initial cog of qx2+1 (otherwise there is not enough room for h(q)
in qx2+1). So
h(f1) is in qx2−k for some k ≤ |q|. (30)
We have fx2−k = fx2−k2 for k ≤ |q|. For t
x2−k when k ≤ |q|, we have the two cases (i) and (ii).
(i) We have f1 ≺ t✸ and δ(t✷, f1) = δ(t⋆, t✸) + kt⋆ · δ(t✸, f2) for the T -node t⋆ ≺ t✸ with minimal such
kt⋆ . Also, t
x2−(kt⋆−1) = t
x2−(kt⋆−1)
⋆ , and tx2−k = tx2−k✸ for all k ≤ |q| with k 6= kt⋆ − 1. Suppose first
that h(f1) = vc2. We track the location of h(t✷). By (30), h(t✷) is in q
x2−k for some k ≤ |q|. As
δh(q)
(
h(t✷), v
c
2
)
= δh(q)
(
h(t✷), h(f1)
)
= δ(t✷, f1), (31)
either h(t✷) = t
x2−(kt⋆−1)
⋆ = t
x2−(kt⋆−1) is a contact in W2 contradicting (26), or h(t✷) is in qx2−k for
some k < kt⋆ − 1. In the latter case, h(t✷) cannot be a contact in W2 (as h(f1) is), and it cannot be a
non-cog node (as there is no T -node between tx2−k
✸
and fx2−k2 ). So suppose h(t✷) is in the initial cog of
qx2−k. Then h(t✷) = tx2−k for some T -node t ≺ t✸, and δ(t✷, f1) = δ(t, t✸) + (k + 1) · δ(t✸, f2) by (31).
As k + 1 < kt⋆ , this contradicts the minimality of k⋆ with this property.
qx2−(k⋆−1)
t
x2−(k⋆−1)
⋆ f
x2−(k⋆−1)
2
. . .
t
x2−1
✸
t
x2
✸
f
x2−1
2 f
x2
2
h(f1)h(t✷)
qx2−1 q
x2
t
x2−(k⋆−1)
✸
...W2
qc
Next, suppose that h(f1) ≺h(q) vc2. Then h(f2) ≺h(q) f
c
2 , and so h(f2) h(q) v
c
2. As t
x2+1 = tx2+1
✷
, h(f2)
cannot be in the initial cog of qx2+1 (otherwise there is not enough room for h(q) in qx2+1). If h(f2) is
a contact inW2, then either h(t⋆) or h(t✸) is also a contact inW2, contradicting (26). As fx2−k = f
x2−k
2
for all k ≤ |q|, it follows that h(f2) = f
x2−ℓ
1 for some ℓ ≤ |q|. We claim that f
x2−ℓ
1 is in the ‘inital’ cog
of qx2−ℓ (and so there is not enough room for h(q) in qx2−ℓ). Indeed, as f1 ≺ t✸, this clearly holds for
ℓ 6= kt⋆ − 1. So let ℓ = kt⋆ − 1 and suppose on the contrary that t⋆ ≺ f1. Then t⋆  t✷ (as t✷ is the last
T -node preceding f1), and so δ(t⋆, f1) ≥ δ(t✷, f1) > δ(t⋆, t✸) (as kt⋆ ≥ 1), contradicting f1 ≺ t✸.
(ii)We either have t✸ ≺ f1 or there are no T -node t ≺ t✸ and kt ≥ 1with δ(t✷, f1) = δ(t, t✸)+kt ·δ(t✸, f2).
Also, tx2−k = tx2−k
✸
and fx2−k = fx2−k2 , for all k ≤ |q|.
If t✸ ≺ f1 then we track the location of h(t✸). By (30), h(t✸) is in qx2−k for some k ≤ |q|. But it cannot
be in the initial cog (otherwise there is not enough room for h(q) in qx2−k), it cannot be a contact (otherwise
h(f2) is a contact too, contradicting (26)), and it cannot be between tx2−k✸ and f
x2−k
2 (as there is no T -node
there).
If f1 ≺ t✸ but there are no T -node t ≺ t✸ and kt ≥ 1 such that δ(t✷, f1) = δ(t, t✸) + kt · δ(t✸, f2), then
suppose first that h(f1) = vc2. We track the location of h(t✷). By (30), h(t✷) is in q
x2−k for some k ≤ |q|. It
cannot be a contact by (26), it cannot be in an initial cog by our assumption, and it cannot be between tx2−k
✸
and fx2−k2 (as there is no T -node there). Finally, suppose that h(f1) ≺h(q) v
c
2. Then h(f2) ≺h(q) f
c
2 , and so
h(f2) h(q) v
c
2. As t
x2+1 = tx2+1
✷
, h(f2) cannot be in the initial cog of qx2+1 (otherwise there is not enough
room for h(q) in qx2+1). If h(f2) is a contact inW2, then h(t✸) is also a contact inW2, contradicting (26).
So h(f2) = f
x2−ℓ
1 must hold for some ℓ ≤ |q|. As f1 ≺ t✸, f
x2−ℓ
1 is in the initial cog of q
x2−ℓ, so there is
not enough room for h(q) in qx2−ℓ.
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(4) h(q) ends inW2 and vc2 h(q) h(v2).
qc
v
c
1 v
c
2 v
c
3
W1 W2 W3
h(q)
. . .
We again consider the two further subcases tlast ≺ f1 and f1 ≺ tlast.
Case tlast ≺ f1. Then v2 = tlast, and so tclast h(q) h(tlast) and h(tlast) is inW2. As t
x2
last ≺qx2 f
x2 , h(tlast)
cannot be in the final cog of qx2 (otherwise there is not enough room for h(q) in qx2 ). As tx2+ℓ = tx2+ℓlast−1
and fx2+ℓ = fx2+ℓ1 for 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ |q|, if h(tlast) = t
x2+k
last−1 is a contact inW2 for some 1 ≤ k ≤ |q|, then h(f1)
is in qx2+k preceding fx2+k1 . But there is no such F -node. And if h(tlast) = t
x2+k
last for some 1 ≤ k ≤ |q|,
then both h(tlast−1) and h(f1) are contacts inW2, contradicting (26).
t
x2+k
last−1 f
x2+k
1
q
tlast f1
... . . .
h
t
x2+k
last
qx2+k t
x2+k
last−1 f
x2+k
1
tlast−1 tlast f1
q
... . . .
h
t
x2+k
last
qx2+k
Case f1 ≺ tlast. Then v2 = f1, and so f c1 h(q) h(f1) and h(f1) is inW2. As f
x2 = fx22 and f
x2+ℓ = fx2+ℓ1
for 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ |q|, h(f1) cannot be in the final cog of qx2+ℓ for any ℓ ≤ |q| (otherwise there is not enough
room for h(q) in qx2+ℓ). As tx2+ℓ = tx2+ℓ
✷
for 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ |q|, if h(f1) is a contact inW2 different from vc2,
then h(t✷) is a contact in W2 as well, contradicting (26). As there is no F -node between tx2+ℓ✷ and f
x2+ℓ
1
for any ℓ, it follows that h(f1) = vc2. We track the location of h(t△) for the first T -node t△ succeeding f1
in q. As fx2 = fx22 , h(t△) cannot be in the final cog of q
x2 (otherwise there is not enough room for h(q) in
qx2). Further, h(t△) cannot be a contact inW2 by (26), and so it must be in the final cog of qx2+k for some
1 ≤ k ≤ |q| (as there is no T -node between tx2+ℓ
✷
and fx2+ℓ1 for any ℓ). But then
δqx2+k(f
x2+k
1 , t
x2+k
△ ) = δ(f1, t△) = δh(q)
(
h(f1), h(t△)
)
> δqx2+k
(
fx2+k1 , h(t△)
)
,
and so h(t△) cannot be a T -node in qx2+k.
(5) h(q) starts inW3.
qc
v
c
1 v
c
2 v
c
3
W1 W2 W3
h(q)
Then h(v3) h(q) vc3, as otherwise there is no room for h(q) in q
c. As v3 = flast, we have h(flast) h(q) f clast
and h(flast) is in W3. As tx3+1 = t
x3+1
♯ and t
x3−k = tx3−k♯ for k ≤ |q|, h(flast) cannot be in the initial
cog of either qx3+1 or qx3−k for any k ≤ |q| (otherwise there is not enough room for h(q) in that cog). As
f
x3−k = fx3−klast for k ≤ |q|, if h(flast) is a contact inW3, then h(t♯) is a contact inW3 as well, contradicting
(26). So suppose that h(flast) = fx3−k for some k ≤ |q| and some F -node f with t♯ ≺ f ≺ flast. We track
the location of h(t♯). Clearly, h(t♯) cannot be in the initial cog of qx3−k, as otherwise there is not enough
room for h(q) in qx3−k. Thus, h(t♯) is in qx3−k−1 and
δh(q)
(
h(t♯), f
x3−k−1
last
)
= δh(q)
(
h(flast), f
x3−k
last
)
= δqx3−k
(
fx3−k, fx3−klast
)
= δ(f, flast).
Then h(t♯) = fx3−k−1, and so it is not in T Ia .
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t
x3−k−1
♯
t
x3−k
♯
f
x3−k−1
last
f
x3−k
last
q
t♯ flast
... . . .
h
qx3−k
fx3−k−1 fx3−k
(6) h(q) ends inW3 and vc3 ≺h(q) h(v3).
qc
v
c
1 v
c
2 v
c
3
W1 W2 W3
h(q)
. . .
As v3 = flast, we have that f clast ≺h(q) h(flast) and h(flast) is inW3. As f
x3 = fx3last and f
x3+ℓ = fx3+ℓlast for
1 ≤ ℓ ≤ |q|, h(flast) cannot be in the final cog of qx3 or qx3+ℓ for any ℓ (otherwise there is not enough room
for h(q) in that cog). As tx3+ℓ = tx3+ℓ♯ for 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ |q|, h(flast) cannot be a contact inW3, otherwise h(t♯)
is also a contact inW3, contradicting (26). So h(flast) = fx3+k must hold for some 1 ≤ k ≤ |q| and some
F -node f with t♯ ≺ f ≺ flast. We track the location of h(t♯). Let i = c if k = 1, and i = x3 + k − 1
otherwise. Then
δh(q)
(
h(t♯), f
i
last
)
= δh(q)
(
h(flast), f
x3+k
last
)
= δqx3+k
(
fx3+k, fx3+klast
)
= δ(f, flast).
If k > 1 then h(t♯) = fx3+k−1, and so it is not in T Ia . If k = 1 then there are two cases: either vc2 ≺qc f
c
or f c qc vc2. If v
c
2 ≺qc f
c then h(t♯) = f c, and so it is not in T Ia .
t
x3+k−1
♯
t
x3+k
♯
f
x3+k−1
last
f
x3+k
last
q
t♯ flast
... . . .
h
fx3+k−1 fx3+k v
c
2
t
x3+1
♯
fclast
f
x3+1
last
t♯ flast
q
... . . .
h
fc fx3+1
So suppose that f c1 qc f
c qc v
c
2. Then v2 = f = f1 and f1 ≺ tlast, and so h(t♯) = v
c
2 = f
c = f c1 . as
t♯ ≺ f = f1, the number of F -nodes in qc between h(t♯) = f c1 and v
c
3 = f
c
last is smaller than the number of
F -nodes between t♯ and flast in q. Therefore, as there are no F -nodes between vc3 and f
x3+1
1 = h(flast), we
must have
h(flast−1) = v
c
3 is a contact inW3. (32)
v
c
2
fc1
v
c
3
fclast
f
x3+1
last
qx3+1
t♯ flast−1 flast
q
... . . .
h
f
x3+1
1
On the other hand, as t♯ ≺ f = f1, it follows that there is no T -node in q between f1 and flast, and so
flast ≺ tlast. We track the location of h(tN) for the first T -node tN succeeding flast in q. It cannot be between
tx3+ℓ♯ and f
x3+ℓ
last , for some ℓ, as there is no T -node there for any ℓ. If h(tN) is a contact in W3, then this
contradicts (26) and (32). Finally, if h(tN) is in the final cog of qx3+ℓ, for some 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ |q|, then
δqx3+1
(
fx3+1last , h(tN)
)
< δqx3+1
(
fx3+11 , h(tN)
)
= δqx3+1
(
h(flast), h(tN)
)
=
δ(flast, tN) = δqx3+1
(
fx3+1last , t
x3+1
N
)
.
But there is no T -node between fx3+1last and t
x3+1
N
.
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This completes the proof of Lemma 32. ❑
Now, given a 3CNF ψ, take some ψ-gadget Aψ . By Lemmas 31 and 32, we have covA,Aψ 6|= q iff ψ is satisfiable.
This completes the proof of Theorem 28.
7 Conclusions
This paper contributes to the emerging area of research into the non-uniform complexity of OMQ answering. Although
there exist algorithms that are capable of deciding various types of rewritability of a given OMQ, they are of so high
complexity that complete syntactic and practical general classifications of OMQs are hardly possible. We take a
different route to understanding the problem by stripping it to the bare bones: we fix the ontology covA with a single
axiom, saying that A is covered by the union of F and T , and consider CQs with unary F , T and arbitrary binary
predicates (in fact, one binary predicate is already extremely challenging). This ‘primitivisation’ pays off as we obtain
a number of useful sufficient conditions for membership in AC0/L/NL/P. However, to our great surprise, it turns
out that checking FO-rewritability still remains in the range between PSPACE and 2EXPTIME. We finally obtain a
remarkably transparent syntactic AC0/NL/P/CONP tetrachotomy (requiring a pretty complex proof) for path CQs that
do not contain occurrences of FT -twins.
As a next step, we would like to extend our tetrachotomy to the ontology cov⊤, which is in DL-Litekrom [4], and to
(possibly tree-shaped) CQs containing FT -twins (adding unary predicates seems less problematic). We are working
on pinpointing the exact complexity of classifying OMQ with covering. Finally, we would also like to understand the
connection of our problem to CSPs.
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